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PREFACE 
R. F. Scott 
A previous report to API (1980) c:lliD.lssed an at.t:.emp:. at driving model piles in the centrt-
tuge during fiigbt by ID:!ailS of a model pil~dri.ver. Both electrical solenoid and ~operated systems 
were tested. and some of the results were presented in that report. A further modification of the tneu-
matic pil~dri.ver was subsequently tried out; it was not su~ul. 
While pil~drtving appamtus was being worked on experiments on axially loaded piles con-
tinued. A typica pile was located in the centrifuge container with its tip embedded in a layer of soil at 
the bottom of the container at one g. Soil was subsequently placed and compacted by hand around the 
pile, still at one g. After the installation of the usual instrumentation, the centrifuge was activated to 
bring the pile, soil, end container up to the selected g-level, for axial. load tests. In this report, the pil~ 
loading experimmts are described. 
A number of the tests were d.eSgned. to be the model equivalent of some fulHnue pile 
tests. so that quantitative comparisons of behavior could be made. It was intended that the analyses of 
the performance of the model piles would be followed by a detailed di.scusS.on of the pil~soil shear 
~di..splacement functions ( 't -z'' curves) in relation to soil properties, with a view to constructive 
guidelines for t-z curve development. However. it is awaz-ent in the material which follows that the 
axial top load-displarement behavior of the model piles is so much softer than that of the prototype 
piles that there is a real question as to the identi1l.cation of these model tests with prototype perfo~ 
man.ce. It was therefore decided that, although t-z curves bad been developed for each model t.est. it 
was not appropriate to try to relate them to idealized soil models for the conrouction of template func-
tions. In the de9=.rtption of the work which follows this last step, therefore, does not appear. 
The bulk of this report is taken up with a Civil Engineers thesis devoted to the pile tests, 
and written by John E. Christenson, under the guidance of Ronald F . Scott. In the thesis, the opinions 
expressed in many instances are Christenson's alone, although here and there they are modified by 
interaction between Christenson and Scott. In particular, with reference to the lack of an apodidic 
correspondence between the model and prototype compliances, Christenson asaibes the difference 
ill 
prindpelly to the variation of acoelenmon along the model pile, and to interadion between model pile 
and the oontainer wall. He oonsi.denl the effect of driving the model tfie in tllght to be of secondary 
importance. The int:eradion between pile and wall is oonsidered by Christenson to have an effect 
through wall friction; that is to say, as the centrifuge is brought up to speed. the tendency of the soil to 
oompress is reSsted by pile and oontainer wall friction. and thus lateral pressure on the pile does not 
fully develop. This oontention oould most eaS!y be evaluated by performing tests on the same Jile in 
the same soil in a larger oontainer. SUch a vessel is not available for the Caltech centrifuge. The writer 
(Scott) a.c:signs a greater importance to the model pile-driving requirement from two points of view. 
Fir.:t, if the soil oould be centnfuged without the pile, then the lateral pregrures might be more realistic 
even in the limited size of the existing oontainer. Second. subsequent driving of the pile, at ~e g, 
into the soil would tend to break down any arching action that did develop, as well as, and more impor-
tantly, to develop the JrOper pressure distribution in the immediate pile vicl.nity, and lateral pressure on 
the pile. Soil volux:re changes next to the pile which presumably play a sigrlifiamt part in the pile's sub-
sequent response would be generated by the driving. For the present. this IIDJst. remain an open ques-
tion. There remains, of oourse, the usual soil mrllanics problem, that the prototype soU, although 
essentially of the same type and at the same t.mit weight or void ratio as the model material. may have 
entirely different deformational properties, because of its different structure, or through the develop-
ment of interparticle bonds or cementation in time. If this accounts for the differences in the present 
~y. then the centrifuge pile tests do have validity, and the t-z CUIVes produced would be worth 
examination. The only way to rome to a oonclusi.on on this matter would seem to lie in either canying 
out model pile-driving studies, to see if driving changes the pile behavior signiftamtly, or in performing 
both full-~e and centrifuge pile studies ooncomitantly, so that dose oontrol oould be exercised over 
the soil characterization tests. It should be noted that one series of tests, TES. 2, has been omitted 
from this report. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This report ex>ncems investigations of the behavior of piles under axial loading \lSng centrt-
fugal modeling and t-z analysis. The results of five amtrifuge model. pile tests on instrumented piles 
are presented The present chapter puts this wori<: into perspective, both with relation to current practi-
aU ooncem.s with pile perform.ance and existing analytical techniques. 
1.1. Piles and the Histay cl Th8r Use 
The pie i.s a foundation element having the geometric shape of a bar or beam whim i.s 
emplaced in the ground with its axis at or D.EU' the vertia:U for the purpose of ex>ntri.buting support to 
other foundation subassemblies and a superstructure. A pile operates by transfening the burden 
presented by the structure above it to the soil all along its length and at its ~. with the distribution of 
load tmnsfer dependent on treperties of both the pile and the ~il. Some examples of structures draw-
ing on piles for support are pictured in F'igure$ 1.1 and 1.2 below. In Figure 1.1 are shown (a) the ron-
crete pile cap and~ for a steel tower, (b) a continuous footing, (c) a guy wire, (d) the cap or grid of 
beams forming the base of a massive building, (e) a bridge abutment, (f) a relieving platform wall, 
(g) a wbazf, and (h) a light station. and in Figure 1.2, the templet or substructure for an ocean drilling 
plat1orm. 
A simpl.e, versatile structure which enables ex>nstruction on ground where it would otherwise 
be impossible, the pile entered the service of man early in his rulturnl-ted:mologi.cal development. In 
Switzerland and neighboring areas of Genn.my, Italy, and France, beginning in the Stone Age during 
the fourth millenimn B.C. and oontin.uing into the Bronze and Iron Ages, agropastoral men drove 
timber piles to support dwellings and livestock barns on marshy lakeshore soils. The Romans utilized 
driven wooden piles in bridge constzuction In the modem era, piles made of wood and emplaced by 
driving were predominant until the nineteenth century. With the ex>ming of the Industrial Revolution, 
piles were called upon to support ever larger and more complex ruperst.ructures in increasingly difflcult 
(b) 
(c:) 
(c) 
(&) 
Figure 1.1 Examples of 
pile use (rrom ref. 24) 
(d) 
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(h) 
PILE lOADS 
ULT. AXIAL CAPACITY 
4oooK 
DESIGN LAT. LOAI1 
250K 
12-well structure 
Figure 1.2 Ocean platform 
substructure (from ref. 28) 
8 main piles 
-48-in. diameter 
-welded at top 
-300-ft penet. 
4 skirt piles 
-grouted in 
sleeves 
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ground Pile materials and installction procedures soon proliferated to the varieties in use today. Con-
crete and steel joined wood as comm:>n materials and drill-end-grout installation developed as an al~ 
native to driving [16,24,51]. 
L2 FmdammtaJ Aspects d. the AnalJSis d. Piles 
Foundation systems in which the pile plays a part will often demand the use of many p!es, 
as well as other foundation elements. such as continuous footings and mats. Important foundation 
design problems related to pile peiformance include the efied:s of dosely spaced piles on one another 
and the behavior of the foundation system as a whole. the interaction of the superstructure with the 
various foundation elements. However, the fundamental question in the design of pile foundations 
concerns the load-displacement behavior of a single pie. This is the starting point for calculations of 
the type, m.nnber, and dimensions of piles required to support a particular structure. 
Of principal conrem are loads appied to the pile having two ortentations, along and perpen-
dicular to the pile axis. As illuruated. in Figure 1.3, below, the force F delivered to the b;>p of the pile 
by the superstructure may be separated into axia and lateral components F'g and Fb, which are taken as 
producing pile top displaceiilfnts o11 and o11 , respectively. The general problem of a pile in lateral. load-
ing consists in determining the relationship between the lateral forces and displacements Fb and o11 , and 
the axial loading problem. the relationship between F'g and 011, or 011(F'g). It is the latter problem which 
is the subject of this thesis. 
The axial force which a superstn.u:ture presents to the top of the pile will, in general, vary as 
a ft.m.clion of time. However, except in cases of seismic loading, which this thesis does not treat, these 
variations in load will take place slowly enough so that dynamic etfects on pile behavior are negligible. 
Thus, anal.}'Ss may be quasi-static, ie., it may assume that the pile is in static equilibrtum. at all times. 
It is useful to speak of a sequence of applied loads and the asrociated equillbrtum states of the pile as a 
loading path. and to refer to pile conditions at specific points in the loading sequenre in tenns of a 
parnmeter -r which increases with time. The functional notation o11[~( -r)] indicates the dependence of 
pile top behavior on the loading sequence parameter. 
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Figura 1.3 Axial and lateral loads and displacements 
w 
Figure 1.4 System composed of two springs bearing a weight w. 
In static equilibrium 
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The axial pile disp.acen JeDt o11 ~ with an applied load F;. depends on the deforma-
tional characteristics of both the pile and the soil mass in which it is embedded The pile is composed 
of linearly-elastic materials end, sines it is designed to withstand the very high ~ B.$Odated with 
driving, does not yield under static loads. The pie can be satisfactorily idealized em the one-
dinEruion.al elamc bar of dassi.cal. mechanics. It is much more di1fbllt to adequately cbaiacteri.ze the 
behavior of the soil IIlaSS SWTOunding the pile. A fundammtal. reason for this is the complexity of soil 
matertal. behavior. In the range of stresses to which they are exposed in the soil-pile system. soils exhi-
bit yielding ~ well ~ reversibl.e deformations. Their stress-strain behavior is nonlinear, the strain 
response to an increment of stress dependent on the current stress state. Soil behavior is also strongly 
dependent on stress-history, the loading path by which a certain stress state has been reached 
The extensive locdi.ng history of the soil mass in the vicinity of the pile presents another 
important obstacle to formulating a satisfactory des::rip:ion of the mechanical behavior of the soil mass. 
Soil investigations are carried out at any site of construction or pile load testing to determine the protlle 
of soil types and their mechanical properties, but even when a dear picture is gained of oii.ginal soil 
properties and in:-situ. stress states by means of laboratory end field soil testing, there is still great unce~ 
tainty concerning the stress states and mech.anical properties of soil in the neighborhood of the pile fol-
lowing its installation. because of the intense loading of this material during that process. The matter 
may be viewed in tenm of &tress-induced inhomogeneity in the soil adjarent to the pile. It the axially-
loaded pile' s axis is vertical, conditions in the soil IIlaSS will have rotational syrmnetzy about the pile 
axis, but the soil properties will exhibit radial inhomogeneity due to both installation and subsequent 
foundation loading. A specific a$0ciated phenomenon is radial soil consolidation; especially significant 
consotid.cition effects are observed in days subjected to installation loading. Loading can also produce 
variation with depth in the properties of the soil near the pile. Vertical inhomogeneity may be induced 
in the soil mass as the result of the non-uniform distribution with depth of axial pile movements. 
These effects may become especially significant under conditions of repeated or cydic loading. 
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There are two d:lief sources of difikulty in analyzing the behavior of piles in axial loading. 
One is the cbar:acterization of the soil JD.a':S, as di.srussed above. The other is soil-~ interadion 
The soil-pile system exhibits a high degree of soil-structure int:er'fdion. which is to sey that the defor-
mations of the soil mass and the pile are strongly intezdependent as a result of their actions on one 
another at their common boundary. There is an analogy with the simple mechanical system depicted in 
Figure 1.4, in whim it is not possible to detennine the force and displarement in either spring without 
taking into account the inftuence of the other. Of course, this Jilenomenon is n:B.ldl. ID're complex in 
the soil-pie system W bile the behavior of the pile is to a very good awroximation elastic, that of the 
soil mass is nonlinear and stress-history-dependent. Moreover, interaction takes place all along the pile 
and ct. its ~e. 
Two of the important quantities which cb.arad:.erize the i.nteradion between the pile and the 
soil Il18S3 as a function of depth are soil-pie ::hear stress acting in the axial direction end pile axial dis-
placement. Letting z refer to distance along the ple, these quantities are retresented by the functions 
t(z) and w(z) , zespectively. From equilibrium of the entire pile, an applied load~ will be met by an 
oppositely-directed force of the same magnitUde provided by the soil mass, a net force composed of the 
actions of shear stresses on the sides of the pile and norm.al stresses on its base. Two examples of the 
transfer of applied load from pile to soil mass are diagrammed in Figure 1.5 below. Note the general 
manner in which the distrtbution of shear stress along the pile sides, t( z), and the proportion of the 
total applied load canied by the the pile booe depend on the soil and pile properties. 
The pile axial displacement w( z) is equal to 011 at the top of the pile. Elsewhere along the 
pile, the pile and soil IIJa':S displacements are closely related If the posbility of sliding between soil 
and pile is disregarded. the deformations of the soil mass and pile are governed by the condition that 
their displacements IIDJSt matdl at their common boundary. If sliding is taken into account. soil and 
pile displacements must differ by the sliding displacements. At every point ; on a loading path. the 
shear stress and displacement distrtbutions along the length of the pile, t( z, ;) and w( z, ;) • represent 
stress and displacement boundary conditions under wbidl the pile and soil mass balance in equilibrtum 
with one another. 
soft soil 
very hard 
soil or rock 
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stiff soil 
Fbos.e 
Figure 1.5 Examples of pile load transfer (Note: If the pile has length L 
and a circular cross-section of diameter D, then 
. L . 
rr D j t(f) d S = Fa-- F~~as~ .) 
0 
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The nonlinear and history-dependent behavior of the soil mass and s:>il-structure interadion 
along the length of the pile are retlected significantly in the behavior of the ooil-pile system As a result 
of soil yielding, the s:>il-ple system exhibits permanent deformations and hyst:ereas. Soil yielding along 
the length of the pile produces "residual" forces in the pile; that is to say, non-zero, locked-in axial 
forces are present at system equilibrium under zero applied load These forees are important in the 
i.nter}retation of instrumented pile tests. 
Both nonlinear and history-dependent aspects of soil behavior are reflected in the 
phenomenon of effective fatigue failure under cydic loading. Supp.:>se that a pile is subjected to pe~ 
Sstent cyd.i.ng from zero applied load to a value of compressive load~· Under usual conditions, a 
single application of monotonically increasing foree causes yielding in the s:>il mass to progress down-
ward from the top of the pile. For a sufficiently high value of p;r-, say F~'tDIIX·, cycling will cause the 
gradual acommlation of soil strength loS3, beginning at the top of the pile, spreading downward. and 
mlminating in complete pile failure. ~· may be as liWe as o~bal.t of the bearing ~ty of the 
s:>il-ple system in its original condition. 
1.3 Cwnnt Purpaaes and ll et.bclB cl Pile Analysis 
The fundamental features of s:>il-pile systems have now been described. and the intrinsic 
complexities of analyzing these system; explained D espte its fonnidable difficulties, the problem of 
pile analyS.s is the object of a large volume of current researd:l. The accompllimnents and shortcom-
ings of this activity are best understood by reference to its practical objectives. 
1.3.1 0 man. Stnld:ure A pplicatims 
The primary rmtivation for researdl into foundation pile behavior during the past decade 
has been the very significant use of piles in supporting offshore oil drilling and production platforms. 
The first offshore oil platform was constructed in 1947, otf the coast of Louisiana It is estimated that 
offshore production supplied 16% of the world's oil in 1970 and more than 30% (20,000,000 barrels per 
day) in 1980 [18]. AS3ociated with this swift production growth has been a rapid inaease in the depths 
of water in which platfonns are con.struct.ed. Piles have proven an indispensable element in the 
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foundations for otrsbore platforms, serving to transfer to competent levels in the sea-fioor soils forces 
due both to the weight of the platform and substructllre and to wave action on the substructure. 
Ocean structure applimtions present a great cballenge to pile analysis. Severe performance 
requiremmts for these structures aeate a demand for knowledge of axial pie top response o~,lfi~ ( 7)] 
for a wide range of pile load levels and loading sequences. On land. pies are usually emplaced verti-
cally and loaded only in compression, by the weight of the superstructure. Hence, traditional. concerns 
of analysis have been with pile cornpl'e$ive beating capacities and settlements under applied loads 
whicn are cxmstant in time. In contrast.. piles for ocean structures IIDJSt sustain tensile axial loads ~ 
well as co~ve ones. and loads varying considerably with time. One of the loading sequences very 
connnonly of concern here is the cyclic axial pile loading which will be generated by the action of waves 
or ocean swells on a platform substru.cture. 
Another dl.allenging aspect of pie analysis for ocean structures appliamons is the co~ 
tive dearth of empirical data available in this regime. Because predicting the behavior of soil-pile sys-
tems on the baSs of fundamental p!e and soil charactertstics ~ inherent c:iiffirulties related to the 
complexity of soil mass behavior and soil-stru.cb.lre interaction. extrapolation from observations of the 
pe:rfonnance of similar piles in similar soils bas traditionally been the primary means of prediction. 
Terz.aghi and Peck [51], in 1948, warn of the unreliability of formulas for bearing capad.ty based on 
driving records, discourage attempts at theoretical refinements such as appliamon of the theory of elas-
tid.ty, end praise the common practice of conducting pile load tests at the construction site. M ore 
recently M eyerhof (30], in his 1975 Terzagbi Ledure to the AOCE, 'Bearing Capacity and Settlement of 
Pile Foundations", recommends the use of pie load tests and emprical. correlations in a broad range of 
cases. However, emprical. data is in very short supply in the offshore area. Foundation piles for ocean 
stru.cb.lres are t}'Jical.ly on a dit!erent scale trom those used on land; they may be 500 feet in length and 
10 feet in diameter, three or four times the size of the largest land piles. As a result. the large body of 
empirtcal. knowledge about the behavior of p!es on land can be extrapolated to ocean piles only with 
great uncertainty. As yet. there have been few load teSs of very large. offsho~scal.e piles, and little 
infonnation is available concerning the performan.oe of pies beneath existing ocean structures. Most 
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important of all, pile locd testing at the oonstrudion site is severely limited Preliminary or design-
ph.a9e locd tests are usually prohibited by the high costs of taking pie installation equipment to the 
ocean site at this stage. Even during oonst:ruction operations, it may be a practical impossibility to test 
piles over more tba:l a small interval of the full loading range of interest 
In summary, requiremmts for improved analysis of foundation pile behavior are today 
largely defined by the needs of ocean structure awlications, ~ a result both of the sgnificant tedmi.cal 
challenge presented by this problem and the great eoonomi.c rewards which its s:>lution offers. Pile 
analysis for ocean oonstruction is called upon for the dlaracterization of axial pile behavior oc:J[Fcs(T)] 
under a wide variety of loadings, while it works from minimal eiDIUical. information oonceming the 
behavior of similar piles in similar s:>ils under the relevant loadings. As a response to these require-
ments, analysis has tmned to (a) oomputational models of pile-soil systems and (b) physical model test-
ing. These two approaches will now be disrussed in tum. 
1.3.2 CanpntatimalJI odels 
Certain simple computational models for bearing capad.ty merely divide the total action of 
the soil mass,.on the pile into oomponents acting on the bac;;P. of the pile and on its sides. An example 
of a model of this kind is the following formulation for preliminary estimation of the bearing capacity 
of land piles under oompressive loading: Using the notation of M eyerhof [30], 
Qu = QP + Q. = gpAp + J .As 
where Qu is the ultimate bearing capadty, QP the total fo::t:e on the pile bao::le, Q. the force on the pile 
sides, gp the average soil resi.stance on the IiJ.e base per unit area, J. the average soil resi.stance on the 
pile sides per unit area, and Ap and A. the are~ of the pie ~ and sides, respectively. In estimating 
the bearing capacity of a given pile at a given site, the quantities gP and Is are chosen on the~ of 
the soil mass characteristics ~ determined from both laboratory and field tests. Various empirical 
oorrelations have been drawn between measured soil properties and the quantities gP and Is [30, 53, 55]. 
However, because the obsezvational ~s for these correlations is composed almost entirely of land pile 
tests, this oornputation is far more satisfactory in applications on land than offshore. First, the 
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en::JPrical oorrelations between 11p and 1. derived from the performance of land piles may be greatly in 
error it applied to the much larger ocean piles. In addition. only initial compresS.ve bearing capacity is 
treated. of the entire rmge of soil-pile system behavior tmder load o11(F11) which is of concern offshore. 
~le, highly empirical models such ~ the above bearing oopacity fomrulalion may be Slll'-
pas;ed in effectiveness for offshore pile analysis by more detailed. mecb.anistic computational models, 
whidl distinguish the action of the &:>il ~ at points all along the pile. By discriminating the partirul.ar 
feab.lres of a soil-pie system which determine its behavior, such models can filter the available empiri-
a\1. data and utilize this ~ commodity more efficiently. Accurate extrapolation from empirical 
observations is made possible over expanded ranges of variation in pile and soil mass cbarad:.ertstics, 
and installation procedures. For example, it thin lenses of dense sand at a certain construction site con-
tribute a significant IrOporti.on of the total &:>il ~resistance, the effect on pile behavior of the pres-
enre or absence of such lenses at a given pile loamon can only be properly accounted for by a model 
whidl ~ soil-pile interaction as a function of depth. Another advantage of detailed 
mecb.anistic models in offshore appliailions lies in their ability to IrOvide a l.mified picture of pile 
behavior o11[F11(T)] under a variety of loadings. In such models, the same med:lanisms will often 
operate in sinrulating the response of the soil-pile system to unloading, tensile loading, or cyclic loading 
as operate in des::rtbing the compressive loading response, &:> that from knowledge of system behavior 
under one kind of loading, behavior under other loadings can be inferred In contrast. the above bear-
ing capacity fomrulation Qu = Q11 + Q. only speaks about the load at the end point of a path of mono-
tonically increasing oompressive loading. An cnal.ogous fomrulation to ~ displacements ~ociated 
with single compressive loading, or o11[F11(T)] behavior under other loading sequences. nru.st. be based 
on a corop.etel.y different set of empirical data The principel mechanistic computational models 
rurrent:ly in use for the analysis of piles in axial loading will now be discussed 
The ideal computational model would accurately predict pile behavior from des::rtptions of 
the pile, soil mass, and installation procedures alone. Only &:>il investigation would be required for pile 
design analysis. There would be no dependence on empirical information about Jile perfo~ else-
where or pile tests Unfortunately, no such ideal models have been developed which are accum1:e over 
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a broad range of p.le and soil types. and so on. because of the inherent analytical. complexities of the 
soil-p.le system: soil ~ characterization and soil-structure i.nteraction. (See section 1.2, above.) 
However, models 'l.:>c5ed on fundamental roil mas:~ and pile properties are under development along two 
main lines, the finite elermnt rmthod and a t.edmique which will be referred to here as the ''bo1.mdary 
integral'' method 
The finite element method [20,56] holds great promise for modeling soil-pile system 
behavior from fundamental pile and soil mas:~ cb.aracteristics, because it is well suited to the inanpom-
tion of complex soil material behavior. The method involves the division of the continumn consisting 
of the pile and the soil ~ into a patchwork of elements. (5ince the problem of a pile in axial loading 
is axisymmetric, the finite element mesh here is two-dimensional.) Each element exhibits its om: indi-
vidual material behavior, so that roil-pie interaction and soil mass inhomogeneity are incorporated in a 
natural way. Elements of the roil mass may show both nonlinear ~strain behavior and changes in 
their properties as a result of loading, that is, history-dependent nut.erial behavior. 
M any different workers have participated in the developnent of finite element models for 
pile behavior under axial loading. (See references 2, 3, 10, 14, 16, 17, and 19.) In addition to model-
ing the soil mas:~ as a homogeneous, linearly-elastic body, spatial variations in the elastic moduli and 
non-linear ~strain behavior have been introduad However, no significant progress has been 
made in applying these models to loading-history-dependent behavior of the soil-pile system. or to 
extensive loading paths, beyond single loadings in compression or tension. A important difficulty is 
presented by uncertainty about the etJects of pile installation procedures in changing the mechanical 
dla-acteristic; of soil near the pile and generating a system of reS.du.al stresses in the roil-p.le ~ as 
a whole [3,11]. The most acrurate and efficient representation of soil material behavior, the constitu-
tive properties to be asaibed to the soil elements of the model. is another matter not fully resolved [9]. 
These difficulties prevent the p:-eciiction of soil-pile system behavior st:.arting from fundamental informa-
tion characterizing the soil mass and pile. In their present state of development, finite element models 
for general piles, soils, and i.nstall.alion procedures depend heavily on emprt.cal. observations of pile 
behavior [14]. 
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The soope of ''boundmy l.ntegral" methods is narrower than that of finite element models 
beam.se they are, in essence, capable of sinn1hting the behavior of the ooil mass only as an elastic body. 
The boundary integral method is ba<Jed on the M i.ndlin oolution for the stresses and di:,-,Ja :teJt!fmts due 
to a point load acting within a homogeneous isotro}:ic elastic balf-spa::e [31]. The ooil mass defol1Il8:' 
tions are cal.rul.ated as the oolution of an integral. equation fo~ which the Mindlin result provides the 
kernel. The domain of integration is the interface between the ooil mass and the }:ile, S, the oombined 
external surfaces of the pile walls and base. A doJX.ing the index notation for vectors of Butterfleld and 
Banerjee [7], the di:,-,Jaarnent U. at any point B on the surfaceS is related to the traction T1 at any 
point A by the opent.or due to Mindlin. Kq: 
U.(B) = T1(A )Kv(A .B) 
Thus, the total displacement at B due to all the fo~ acting on the ooil-}:ile interface is 
U.B = f T1(A )K11(A .B)ds 
s 
( 1.1) 
Displacement boundary oonditions U.(B) on S are available in the mse of a rigid pile, and the elastic 
bal!-space deformation is given directly by the numerical solution of equation (1.1). The behavior of a 
ooil-}:ile system with a detozmable. pile may be found iteratively, al.temat1ng between the soil mass 
deformation oomputalions just described and simple oomputations of the defonnati.on of the pile as a 
one-dimensional ela&ic bar [7]. Banerjee [ 4] ~ p~ this boundary integral. method into perspective 
with regard to all uses of integral equation methods in elastostatics, and generalized it to apply to Itece-
wise homogeneous elastic bodies. Using the m:>re general boundary integral. fomrulation, the soil mass 
can be re~ted as approximately a Gibson soil, an elastic medhnn in whi.c:b. Young's modulus 
increases linearly with depth [5,21.39]. 
Boundary integral. models, becaise they depend di.red:ly on "elementaiy solutions" from the 
theory of elasticity, are appliailile only to soil-pile systems and loading sequences such that the behavior 
of the soil mass is well dlaracterized as ela&ic. Thus, these models are not suited to the simulation of 
pile system behavior which reflects the nonlinear stress-strain and ~history-dependent behavior of 
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the soil Compared to finite element models, they have liWe potential for develo}D'leilt as general 
models for the prediction of soil-pile system behavior from fundamental soil mass and pie characteriza-
tions. 
A third important class of mechanistic models for pie behavior under axial loading is that of 
"t-z" models. W bile finite element and boundary integral models have fundamental infonnation about 
the soil mass, pile, and inst:.allation ~ures as their independent variables and input parameters, and 
are oriented toward prediction of soil-pie system behavior independent of empirical data, t-z models 
are ba<:led directly on emprtcal observations of soil-pie system behavior. Their FrimaiY pmpose is to 
improve the accuracy of extrapolation from empirical data by taking advantage of intonnation about 
soil-pie interaction along the full length. of the pile. 
A significant capability of t-z models is the direct interpretation of soil-pile system behavior 
on the btSs of the functions t(z:r) and w(z, T) measured in tests on i.nstrumented piles. [The term ''t.-
z' derives from the use of the symbols t and z to denote the functions t(z) and w(z) respectively.] 
Recall that t(z,'T') and w(z,'T') represent soil-pile shear stress and pile displacements, respectively, as 
functions of both dep:h. along the pile and position within the loading sequence. ~e. exact fomru-
las relate these two functions to a third function. I ( z , 'T') , the most direct result of a load test on a pile 
instrumented with strain gauges along its length. as follows. The function /(z,'T') represents the axial 
force in the pile at depth z and stage 7' in a given loading sequence. Introducing the additional not.cr 
tion. for the pile material, 
a ( z) = a:z:iiJl rnrm:zl slrr!ss. 
€ ( z) = a:z:itzL 1"ltJ'I'rTUl sl:min, 
and 
since the pile material remains elastic, 
In addition, 
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A = 
a(z) = Ee(z) 
J(z) = A a(z) 
e(z) = ciw(z) 
dz 
/(z) = E4 ciw(z) 
dz 
w(z) = ~ J /(~)d~ 
Denoting, furthennore. the drrumterenoe of the ple by S, 
t( z) = .!.. d/( z) 
s dz 
( 1.2) 
( 1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
( 1.7) 
Instrumenting a test pile with stz'ain: gauges at points distlibuted along its length enables interpolation of 
the function e(z) at any point Tin the loading sequence. /(z,-r). t(z,-r), and w(z,-r) are then avail-
able immediately trom the above relations. 
A principal way in which t-z models are put to use is the ''transfer function :met.hocf'. First 
proposed by Seed and Reese [49] in 1957, the transfer fliDdion method utilizes "t-z CUIVes'', plots of 
soil-pie shear stress (or '1.oad transrer'' t(z, -r) versus pile displacement w(z,-r) at a given depth z forT 
traversing the locding path of interest In order to predict:. the behavior o"[F11(-r)] of a given soil-pile 
system, a set of t-z a.uves pertaining to all intervals of depth along the pile is prepared trom suitable 
records of load tests on sirnilar piles in similar soils. The reaction of the soil to pile movements all 
along the soil-pile interface having been established in this way, the pile movements w(z) 8$0ciated 
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with any value of applied load ~ can be found from equations ( 1. 5), ( 1.6), and ( 1. 7), above, by itera-
tive cal.rulation procedures [12.49]. 
The transrer function method bas proven useful for cal.a.llating the behavior o11(~) of piles 
for ocean stnictures. The study of Coyle and Reese [12] refeiTed. to in the 1960 American Petroleum 
Institute R eoommenrled Prcrlice bulletin [ 1] is a good exatniie of the apJiicati.on of this method 
W orKing from published results of three field load tests on driven steel piles in clay and a series of 
laboratory tests on small piles, Coyle end Reese established oorrelat.ions between pile displacement 
w(z) and the ratio of load transfer t(z) to soil shear strength for three dep:h intervals: ~10 feet, · 1~20 
feet, and below 20 feet In Figure 1.6, below, the t-z CUIVes corresponding to these depth intervals are 
A', B', and C', respectively. Having normalized soil properties with respect to shear strength. Coyle 
and Reese proposed the ap}iicability of their t-z rurves to all cases of driven steel piles in clay for 
depths up to 100 feet In a separate, direct application of the transfer tunction method to piles for 
ocean strud.ures, McClelland [28] achieved good oorrespondence with the observed o11(F11) behavior of 
a steel pipe pile embedded to a depth of 333 feet in under-consolidated clay by normalizing soil proper-
ties with respect to a quantity involving both effective vertical stress u 11 and undrained shear strength. 
Cu , as illustrated in Figure 1. 7, below. 
W bile the use of t-z models in the transfer function method is 5imple and based on ooncrete 
empirtcal. data, these models exhibit the general advantages of medlanistic oomputational models for 
the soil-pile system First, variation in the ch.ara::teristi.cs of the soil mass with depth is taken into 
account In oombinatlon with empirically derived t-z rurves, Coyle and Reese [12] and McClelland [28] 
have eznP.oyed expressions involving soil shear strength as a function of depth. An analogous expres-
:si.on for sands is p~ , where p is the effective vertical stress, ie., the effective stress acting on hor-
izontal planes, and rp the friction angle of the sand [13,53]. A second benefit of the mechanistic t-z 
model is that it can sinrulate system behavior for a variety of loadings, presenting a unified picture of 
the soil-pile system behavior associated with the extensive loading paths. including tensile and cyclic 
loading, of ooncem in ot!sh.ore awlications. The t-z studies discussed above treated only behavior 
under a single application of oompres:si.ve load However, t-z models are equally suitable for 
as 
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int.eqreting, simulating, and correlating observed axial roil-pile system behavior under general 
sequences of loading. Here, the models shed. light on primary roil-pile interaction phenomena such as 
distrtbutions of reS.dual. roil-pile shear stres:l. 
A natural development from the use of t-z models for direct extrapolation from empirical 
data is the attribution of mechanical dlaractert.stics to the soil mas:~ in these models. Indeed. the distrt-
bution of t-z cmves along the pile developed to describe the reaction of the roil mass to pile movement 
at any depth can be likened to an ensemble of independent, general, black-box mechanisms, as illus-
trated in Figure 1.8, below. Meyer (29] and Matlock and Foo [24] have presented models in which the 
black-box mechanisms are identified with specific mechanical analogs composed of springs. dash-pots, 
and friction blod<s. These models can sirrrulate the nonlinear stres3-strain and loading- history-
dependent behavior of soil-pile systems under axial loading, including the degradation of system 
strength as a result of cydic loading. 
Signi.flcant insight can be gained into roil-pie system behavior by using simple force-
diSJiacement relations for the t-z med:lanisms. A ssumi.ng t-z behavior to be represented by a distribu-
tion of linear springs gives a simple, useful model analogous to the classical W inkier treatment of ~ 
face subgrade reaction. Scott [ 48] has given a thorough discussion of both purely elastic W inkier 
models and models in which elastic-perfectly plastic behavior, as illustrated in Figure 1.9 below, is 
ascribed to the mechanical elements. He outlines solutions for a variety of distributions with depth of 
W inkier stiffness k and roil-pile interface yield stress fv· 
The primary purpose of t-z models is extrapolation from empirical data Employed for this 
purpose, the t-z model has significant crlvantages over finite element and boundary integral models. 
First, it provides a &imple and logical method for the prediction of pile behavior. W hen empirical infor-
mation concerning the behavior of similar soil-pile systems becomes abundant the proper way of imple-
menting the t-z model will be clear. Under these circumstances, well within the range of reliable extra-
polation. the complexities and rm.certainties of charadertzing soil material behavior and soil-structure 
interaction for finite element and boundary integral models are minimized in applying the t-z model. 
Here the model is purely empirical, there are no assumptions. This is one important reason that t-z 
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m:>dels have already received wide application. Another signiflrent capability of the t-z model is the 
thorough and veraaous in.terpr'etati.on of pile test data Just as c511[F11( -r)] is the oomplete result from a 
test in axial loading of a soil-pile system m:>ni.tored at ground surface, the functions t( z, -r) and w( z , -r) 
are the essential results of a test on a pile instrumented with strain gauges. Beyond the direct predictive 
value of t-z analysis. it leads to improved understanding of the axial loading problem through the accu-
mulation of detailed experimental results. In partirul.ar, the use of t-z models am. oontribute to the 
development of finite element models, both by indicating the IrimarY soil-pile interaction mechanisms 
whim these models should show, and, m:>re generally, by providing direct information on shear~ 
and displacement oonditions at the crucial boundary between the soil IDa'$S and the pile. 
W bile t-z models provide simple and accurate lm8IlS of predicting soil-pile system behavior 
when emprtcBl. data is abundant. when information conreming similar systems is scarre and extrapola-
tion must be carried out over greater ranges of disparity in soil mass and pile dlaract.eristics. installation 
procedures, or loadings the simplidty advantage of t-z models gives way to concerns over diminished 
reliability. The following aspects of the t-z tmdellimi.t its range of reliable extrapolation: 
1. The behavior of the soil IDa'$S as a m:rllanical. continuum is negled:ed. The deforma-
tional behavior ct. any point along the pile is treated as if it were independent of deformations else-
where. Thus, for example, the deformation of the soil mass as a oontinuous elastic body is not 
aa::otmted for. Recalling the conception of t-z relationships as independent black-box mechanisms, 
note that the disp.acement w( i) at a point i along the pile is attributed entirely to the oorresponding 
shear &:ress t(i). The elastic diSJiacement at point i in the soil mass due to the distribution of shear 
stresses t ( z) acting on the soil mass elsewhere along the pile is not taken into aa::otmt 
2. Extrapolation of soil mass t-z behavior must be based on correspondences in soil mass 
properties measured by means of field and laboratory soil tests. As a result of the intense loading of 
the soil in the vicinity of the Ii].e associated with pile installation procedures. there is great nncertainty 
oonceming initial soil properties in this auci.al region 
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3. Because the soil IIlie! is not rep esented as a continuum but as the zmre artitk:i.al ensem-
ble of black box medl.ani.sms, the relatiombip between its characterization in the soU-pile system and its 
properties as detenni.ned. in soil tests is not well-defined 
The t-z zmdel extrapolation limitations 1, 2, and 3 ~tially represent limitations on the 
capability of the model to predict soU-pile system behavior on the beSs of fundamental information 
desaibing the soil I'IIi9l, pile, and installation JrQcedures. The mechanistic computational models in 
which the soil mass is represented as a continuum, finite element and boundary integral models, share 
limitation 2. However, limitations 1 and 3 make t-z models inherently less suited to }rediction from 
fun.dammtal system speciflcations, and hence to broad extrapolation from empirical data, than finite 
element models. 
1.3.3. Physical II adel Testing 
Pile analysis turns to physical model testing as well as computational models in an effort to 
satisfy the requirements of ocean &ructure applic:mions for ~t into pile behavior under axial 
loading. It is deSred to extract information concerning the behavior of the very large piles used in 
ocean construction from tests on much smaller soil-pile syst.eim which are carried out in the laboratory. 
However, direct scale modeling is not satisfactory. It the model soil mass is composed of material 
resembling the field site soil in density, homologous points in the field soil mass and its scale model are 
overlain by differing depths and weights of soil. The resulting significant difference in stresses causes 
si.gni.ficant deviation of the zmdel soil-Jile system behavior from that of a full-~e system For exam-
ple, because of the nru.ch smaller range of effective vertical stnsses in the model soil Illie!, the fri~ 
ti.onal component of the soil's shearing resistance at the deepest intezvals along the pile is much less in 
the model than in the corresponding prototype field system. 
The bet. way of overcoming the problem of soil weight is by centrifugal modeling. This 
te:::hnique involves swinging the soil-Jile model in a bud<et in the centrifuge so that the accelerations 
downward along the model's vertical axis are greatly ~ed from those which earth's gravity alone 
would produce. In this way, the "weight" of the soil may be increased and the associated stresses in a 
small model made to mat:.ch those acting on a very large pile-soil system Scale modeling in large 
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centrifuges bas been applied to a wide vartety of ooil mrl:lanics problems. Smith [50] presents an 
extensive review of this work to 1977. 
It is easy to calculate the "gravitational" acceleration to be applied to the m:>del using the 
centrifuge in order that the model vertical str'e$es a$0ciated with soil weight match those acting in a 
large soil-pile system Using the notation 
and 
a ., .. . vertical stress due to soil weight in the prototype 
soil-pile system. 
a rn· .. vertiCBl stress due to soil weight in the model 
soil-pile system. 
r., ... ch.aracteristic length in the prototype soil-pile system. 
£,. ... characteristic length in the model ooil-Ii].e system. 
[Jp ... acceleration due to earth's gravity, g, 
g,. ... "gravitational" acceleration whim ads in the model 
soil-pile system. 
p., ... soil density in the prototype soil-pile system. 
p,. ... soil density in the model soil-pile system. 
n. .. desired prototype-model length scaling fcdor. L PL m• 
a p = Pp[JpLp and Pm!JrnLm 
~the soil matertals of the model and the prototype are the same (pP =prJ, 
a P = a"' irrp:iEs {}pl.p = g,L,... 
and 
!1m = .!2_ (=n) 
{}p Lm 
Th.ct. is, an acceleration field of strength ntirrrzsg must be applied to the model roil-pile system if its 
behavior is to match that of a prototype system greater in linear dimension by n times. Other impor-
tant scaling relations for the interpretation of a model pile test at n g' s, which can be determined 
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Smilerly, include those for forces. Fp = ~ F,., ac.d for strains, tp = e,.. Note that both mess and strain 
quantities are the same in the Imdel and the }rOtotype systems. Beanlse of this fad. the stress-strain 
behavior of the soU at a field site can be directly matrhed by the use in the model of soils taken from 
the site. 
Physical model testing using the amtrifuge is capable of contributing signiftcantly to the 
prediction of pie behavior under axial. loading for offshore 6pliications. Like mechanistic comput-.& 
tiona!. models, it will yield information on soU-pile system behavior for the wide vartety of loadings 
which are of interest in ocean construction and it is applicable to systems featuring a brocn range of 
piles, soil Ina:lSeS. and installation procedures, including the very large piles used offshore. Centrifugal 
modeling has a signiflcant. advantage over computational models in that it is not dependent on empirical 
data taken from field pile tests. The t-z. boun.dmy integral. and finite element models have all been 
seen. at their current states of development. to depend Sgniftcantly on empirical information because of 
the difficulties of identifying and representing complex soU maoss behavior. In fhyacal models, using 
soil samples taken from the construction site at relatively low cost. soil mass behavior is represented 
directly. 
The ~ of load testing a model pie in the centrifuge is just like executing a load test in 
the field. The axial loading sequences which are of practical. concern are applied to the top of the model 
pile and its behavior is exped:ed to correspond dired:ly, in accordance with the scaling relations, to the 
behavior of a definite field prototype. If it is desired to investigate soil-pie interaction along the length 
of the }rOtotype rtie. the model pile may be instrumented with strain gauges and its behavior inter-
preted u3ng t-z analysis. Ideally, then. centrifugal modeling should produce the same infon:nation as 
the corresponding field load test. at greatly reduced expense. 
The key obstades to the broad. ~ssful use of centrifugal modeling in piles analysis are 
(a) technical di..ffi.a.llties associated with cartying out load tests in the spinning centrifuge and (b) defects 
in the fidelity with whim the soil-pile system model represents the assumed prototype. During testing, 
the model resides in a container at the end of the centrifuge ann. which is rotating at a constant speed 
The experimenter can exert influence on the model and communicate with it. e.g., apply loads to the 
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pile top and take strain gauge readings, only by means of electrical and hydraulic sliprings. As a result 
of the severe constzaints on manipulating the s:>il-pile ~m uncler' these conditions, it is very difficult 
to emplace the model pile in the s:>il after the centrifuge has been set into motion Therefore, 
emplacement is usually carried out under 1-g conditions. before centrifuging. W hen the model pile has 
been installed in this way, the installation procedure for the associated prototype system corresponds 
more dosely to the drill-and-grout method of i.nstalling piles in the tleld than to driving methods, in 
that the pile does not displace soil matertal ~it is emplaced However, this correspondence is not pre-
cise, for the iru:reiH! in "gravitational" forces <5 the centrifuge is brought up to test speed causes addi-
tional deformations of the model soil-pile system 
These tedmical constraints on the si.rmJl.ati.on of tleld pile i.nstallation cause l.lila!rtainty con-
cerning the correspondence of the initial conditions of the soil masses in the model and prototype. 
Other features of the centrifugal modeling tedmi.que which may cast doubt on the essential a.<!SUIIlption 
of model- prototype correspondence are the following: 
1. Cmstrudim. d. the IIDiel smJ. mass. Reco~on of the depth Jreflle of soil materi-
als at. the construdion &te llitng prototype rnaterial.s is straight-forward. but greater diffirulties are 
encountered in seeking an awroprtate match between the conditions of the soil mass in-situ in the tleld 
and remolded in the model. Propeq>acking of sands and consolidation of days are important 
2. Grain si72 scale effects. The accuracy of the central modeling assumption that the 
model and prototype s:>il materials exhibit identical stress-strain behavior depends on the relative sizes 
ot the model p.le and the s:>il grains. It is assumed that the soil will act ~ a contimnlm and not express 
its particulate nature. But if, for example, a coarse sand is used in the model in conjundion with a 
small-diameter model pile, relatively few particles are in contad with the pile and the continuum 
asslJI1liX.ion breaks down [ 41]. 
3. N cn-UDifarmity d. acoelemti.cn fidd The strength of the a:xeleration tleld produced by 
the centrtfuge is proportional to the radial distance from the centrifuge axis. that is, to depth in the soil-
pile model. As a result. a cylindrical pile corresponds to a prototype pile the diameter of which 
inae~s with depth ~illustrated in Figure 10 below. The radial variation of accelerations is more 
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important in the oentruugal m:xieling of piles than other geotechnical structures because of the large 
vertical dimension of piles. 
The influence of sources of disparity 2 and 3, above, between the centrifugal model and its 
assumed prototype can be reduced by employing larger centrifuges. The longer the centrifuge ann. the 
!:mailer the variation in scaling factor will be between the .toP and bottom of a model pile of a given 
length. In a centrifuge capable of becring .12rger soil-pile models to a given level of accelerations, the 
continuum assumption ap}iied to the soil material is aa::urate over a wider range of soil grain sizes. 
Centrifugal modeling is useful for two kinds of pile axial. loading investigations. The first of 
these is the direct investigation of the behavior of a given pile in a p:rticul.ar soil ~. for example, 
the ~nt of pile behavior for the folli'ldatlon of aD. offshore platform at a given site. In such an 
investigation the distrtbution of various soils and their conditions in:-situ will be reproduced as faithfully 
as possible. The advantages and limitations of centrifugal modeling used in this way have been dis-
russed The second kind of inveS:igalion involves Jile testing in common uniform soils. Because they 
provide information on soil-pile behavior in typ.cal, ideal soils, the results of such centrtfugal modeling 
tests are well suited to all of the following uses: 
• 
1. Serving as points of reference for the design of runilar piles in simi.lcr soils by extrapolation 
2. Studying general principles of soil-pile system behavior and devel.o}:ing procedures for proper 
design extrapolation from field test results. 
3. Providing data for refining ftnite element models for the calrulation of soil-pile system 
behavior from fundamental (directly measurable) soil rrms and pile ch.arncteristics. 
1.4. Sumn:my d tbe Currmt Stated Analysis and Pr• 18f'd4S 
fer AdvenCHTJmts 
Throughout the 1980's and beyond. the demands of ocean structure applications will con-
tinue to provide a major impetus to achieving improved understanding of the behavior of piles in axial 
loading. Pressure will therefore remain high to substitute the use of physical and computational models 
for expensive empirical data gathertng, and to develop the reliability of these analytical tools. The 
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pri.ndpa uses and limitations of those m:xiels which appear to be most useful and promising are now 
reviewed: 
1. t-z ][ odebt-The transfer ft.mdion apJrOaCh is used to predict pile behavior by extrapola-
tion from empiri.C2lly-derived t-z CUIVes. In addition. t-z analysis produces the essential data from load 
tests on strain gauge-instrumented p!es. However, the range of extrapolation of t-z models is limited 
because of thBr complete dependence on empirical data 
2. Finite ElaDm.t 11 odebt-Because their n.ab.lml basis is in tund.arnental. soil IIl.CSS and pile 
ch.lncteristics, finite element models are potentially very powerful. Due to complexities in identifying 
and re~ting soil IIl.CSS dl.aracteristics, especially in the crucial region in the vicinity of the pile, 
signiftcant refinEment of these models is required if they are to adlieve broad usefulness. 
3. Ceolrifugal11odebt-Ideally, centrifugal modeling in the laboratory will produce the same 
infom:uti.on a'!l a field load test It can be applied to spedtic site soil }rOfiles or to ideal homogeneous 
mmes. Unoortainties about the coll"E!Spondence of model and prototype soil-pile systems represent the 
major limitations of centrifugal modeling. 
The three modeling methods above have uses and limitations quite distinct from one 
another and they are b~ on different kinds of input information. Because of this distinctness, the 
use of each model oomplements th.at of the others. Combining in use two or three of these kinds of 
models yields in.a'eased aa:m-acy in the prediction of the behavior of a given soil-pile system Further-
more, such combinalion promotes the general understanding of pile behavior l.mder axial loading and 
effective util1.zati.on of the individual models. For example, finite element models can be refined by 
checking the simulation of soil behavior which they produce against t-z behavior observed both in field 
load tests and in centrifuge models involving ideal homogeneous soils. The ranges of validity of the 
transfer function method and centrifugal modeling can each be investigated using the other in establish-
ing reference points. 
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CHAPrER 2 
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CENTRIFUGE IIODEL PILE EXPERIMENTS 
The res.Ilts of tlve centrtfuge model pie tests on instrumented piles are reported. The 
model S>il-pile systems in these tests correspond to the following Jrototype systems: 
Teat 1. A cyllndrtcal steel pile of diameter approximately 4 feet. wall thickness 1.0 indl, 
and sW!ness, EA , about 4 million kips. embedded to a dep:h of about 180 feet in diy fine sand 
lfBI'ests 3 and 4. Cylindrical steel piles of diarreter ~ximately 1.5 feet. wall thickness 
0.35 inch. and EA about 500,000 kips, embedded to depths of about 55 feet in dzy fine sand. 
Tests 5 eod 6. The same piles embedded to depths of about 55 feet in satunted fine sand. 
The tlve tests share many features of apparatlls, model preparation. procedure, and interpre-
tation. These oommon ~ are described in the present dlapter, as a basis for the desaiptions of 
the individual tests and their results in Chapters 3 and 4. 
2.1. Appamhm 
2.1.1. Cmtrifuge 
These tests were nm. using the Caltech geotechnical centrifuge. A full description of this 
machine has been given by Scott [ 41]. Its most important features are the following: 
1. The centzifuge is rated at 10,000 g-pounds paylocd capadty. Thus, for example, it can 
cany a !~pound payload to 100 g' s acceleration 
2. The payload, in the present case a cylin.drtcal bucket oont.aining the soil- and-pile model. 
is suspended from bearings located 36 in along the arm of the centlifuge from its center of rotation 
The centrifuge is shown in Figure 2.1, below, carrying other payload oontainers. 
3. The soil and model pile are placed into the special container with the centrifuge at rest 
( 1-g). As the centrifuge is brought up to test speed, the bucket rotates in its bearings at the end of the 
centrifuge ann so that the net acceleration applied to the model is always directed "downward" along the 
pile. 
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4. Eledricm power and signals are conducted to and from the rotating centrifuge arm by 
electriall. sli}rings. Hydraulic and air pressure are transmitted through rotary unions. 
2.1.2. 11 odel Sdl-Pile Systan 
The configuration of the complete m:>del. soil-pile system in its bw:Xet contan.er, including 
the loading mechanism. end i.ru>U'umentation. are illustrated by the view of a a-ass-section through the 
centerline in Figure 2.2. below. The most important aspects of this apparatus are now desaibed. 
1. The interior of the bucket is drawn to scme and m.arked with dimensions in Figure 2.3, 
below. The same a-ass-sectional view is presented as in Figure 2.2. The bw:Xet interior is a right d.rcu-
lar cylinder with an ellip;oidal. bottom For puzposes of compartron. the sizes of the two model piles 
used in the present tests (see item 6, below) are als> shown The budret walls represent essentially 
rigid outer boundaries of the m:>del soil-pile system 
2. Lying along the centerline of the bucket, appearing in Figure 2.2, is the instrumentation, 
a vertiall. string of measurement elements topped by the ring-type load cell and extending to the pile 
bottom plug. The load cell, di.splarement platform, and pile top plug are held together by a threaded 
shaft which screws into both the load cell and the pile top p.ug. The p.ug fits snugly into the top of the 
pile tube and is held in place there by the pile top clamp. The bottom p.ug is simply pressure fit 
3. Hydraulic pressure generated outside the centruuge is used in app.yi.ng load to the top of 
the pile. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, above, a hydraulic ram alternately pushes and pulls on a loading 
beam which binges from a fulcrum bolted to the opposite lip of the bucket Compressive loads are 
applied dirediy to the load cell above the pile. Tensile loads are applied by means of a yoke linking the 
loading beam and the load cell 
4. Pile top ~~ts are measured using a set of three cantilever beam displacement 
traruducers resting, via tlexibl.e plastic screws, on a platform located dirediy below the load cell in the 
pile assembly. One of these transducers appears in the section view of Figure 2.2. The three displace-
ment transducers are damped at equidistant points m:>und the lip of the bucket, as illustrated in Figure 
2.4a This arrangement is used. with the sum. of the three gauge signals giving an average pile top dis-
placement, since tilting of the ~acement platform may develop. 
displacement 
transducer 
leads 
displacement 
transducer 
hydraulic 
ho~es 
hydraulic 
rom 
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,. 
yoke 
loading beam 
load cell 
load cell strain 
gauge leads 
disflacement 
pia form 
pile top plug 
pile top clamp 
pile strain 
guage leads 
model pile 
soil 
bucket 
pile 
bottom ~----U---plug 
wall 
Figure 2 .2 Model soU-pile system cont'lguration 
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-.--bucket interior diameter, -s.o• 
..__-1---nile diameters: pile A ....... 5o• 
pile 8 .....• 52~· 
base of pile 2, 21.9" from 
bucket top 
base of pile 1, 23.4" from 
bucket top 
beginning of bottom curvature, 
· 21.3" from bucket top 
• II bottom, 24.3 from bucket top 
Figure 2.3 Pile and bucket dim.eD.9lons 
(4) 
(b) 
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gauge leads 
aluminum blocks 
{clamped to bucket lip) 
strain guage 
sprint stHI cantilever 
plastic screw 
displacements platform 
bucket I ip 
"'----sprint steel cantilever 
-----strain gauge and leads 
------aluminum blocks 
Figure 2.4 (a) Top view.ot displacement transducer system 
(b) Side view of a sinale displacement transducer cantUtmtr 
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5. The ring-type load cell is illustreted in Figure 2.5, below, at actual size. The loaUions of 
its four stnin gauges are indicated The rell is a proving ring. with a width perpendicular to this view 
of approximat.ely 518 in. The hemispberia:U button on its peak bears against the loading beam. 
6. Two model piles. which will be referred to a'3 "pile A" and "pile B", were used in these 
experiments. The first Wa'3 em}ioyed in Test 1, the other in Tests 3 through 6. Both were made from 
stainless~ tubing of outside diameter 0.50 in. and wall thidmess approximately 0.010 in. ~t 
points along the lengths of these model piles are shown in the scale drawings. Figure 2.6, below. The 
dedmal. numbers here show di.stances from the top of the pile tubes in inches. A pair of strain gauges 
is used at each gauge point along the lengths of these pile tubes. The resistance changes in two gauges 
at diametrtcally opp:>&te points on the tube wall are summeci. automati.a:Uly eliminating effects on the 
measured strains due to tube bending. The strain gauges are m:>unted on the interior surfaces of the 
tube in pile A and on the exterior surfaces in in pile B. The leads for the pile B strain gauges are oon-
ducted into the interior of the pile via srna1.l ( 1/.32-in.) holes located about 0.75 in. above the measuring 
grid of each gauge. On both m:>del piles, the leads from all the strain gauges are routed out of the tube 
interior.:; through a pair of somewhat larger ( 1 /16-in.) holes near the top of the tube. Pile A Wa'3 origi-
nally manufactured for the tests, but it budded after prolonged use. Pile B Wa'3 then made. The 
number of strain gauges on pile B and their distrtbution retied:. experience gained with pile A . 
Because the strcin gauges are located on the outer surfaces of pile B, they require protection 
from moisture and soil abrasion The outer surfaces of pile B-steel tube surface, strain gauges, and 
wires-were therefore ooated with epoxy varnish. 1 This oovering served satisfactorily in the tests in dry 
sand (Tests 3 and 4). However, the strain gauges were atfed.ed by moisture in a subsequent test in 
saturated soil (Test 5) . This problem Wa'3 solved by applying a supplementary coating of waterproofing 
material, the eledria:Uly insulating varnish G LPI'. 2 
1. Epcxxylite 0001, III!mllfactured by The Epoxyiite COlp(JMtion. A Mhr:im. CA. 
2. Red G LPT ImN1ating V amish, C lliBlog No. oo-2, G C Electronics, Rodcford, IL. 
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Figure 2 .8 Strain gauge locations on the model piles ( 1.4~~ts : i"c.hu) 
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The stitTnesses, EA , of the model J;iles were measured by direct load testing. The values for 
pile A and pile B were found to be 431,000 and 465,000 pounds, respectively. With an E for stainless 
steel of 28 million pS., this indicates pie wall thicknesses of 0.0098 in. and 0.0106 in, respectively. 
2.1.3. Elecbiad InstnJo:Jfntalim. and Signal Recxrcing Systans 
Figure 2. 7 shows the geneml oonfiguralion for all of the instrumentation systems used to 
m:mitor the behavior of the model soil-pile system-load cell, displaoements transducer, and pile strain 
gauges. All of these systems utilize bridge drrui.ts. A typical circuit of this kind. the bridge oomposed 
of the four load cell strain gauges, is depicted. A regulated direct cmrent power supJiy on the centrt-
fuge ann provides a stable 5.00V excitation voltage to -the strain gauge drrui.ts. In order to minimize 
the oontamin.atl.on of the gauge signals by ambient electzical noise, the signals are immediately boosted 
by 50 tiires with instrumentation ampiflers. They are also acted on by voltage followers before 
transmission off the moving centrtfuge arm These devices feature very low output i..mpedances and 
give the signals a ground reference s:> that they can each be carried by a single centrifuge stipring. 
A Hewlett-Packard 7045A X-Y reoorder and a Honeywell Model 1858 CRT Visioorder were 
used together in reoording the instrumentation system signals in all but one of the six soil-pile model 
tests. The X-Y reoorder plots load applied to the top of the pie, F11(7'), versus pile top disJiacement. 
o11( T) , bcsed on input signals from the load cell and displacements transducer. A typical plot produced 
by the X -Y reoorder, the record of T~ 3, is shown in Figure 2.8. This reoorder is used both for 
reoording a test and for monitoring its pro~. The expertmenter refers to it in directing the course of 
loading (see 2.5, below). The Honeywell m.adline is a strip-chart recorder capable of monitoring 
several signals. Here, light-sensitive paper is drawn past a reoording bar where cathode ray tube beams 
follow the input voltages. This strip-chart reoorder is used to reoord the signals from all the test instru-
mentation systems-load cell, displacement transducer, and nrultiple pile strain gauge readings. A sam-
ple segment of the strtp chart record for Test 5 is shown in Figure 2. 9. 
IIOVAC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Regulated DC 
power supply 
(5.00VOC output} 
Outside the I On the arm of 
centrifuge. 1 the centrifuge 
<0111!<:....---- -----=>~ 
t 
Sliprings 
~ . 
5 train gouge 
bridge 
o~---r-____,l Offset 
adjustment 
Recording I 
devices . I 
:. -
Voltage 
follower 
Instrumentation 
amplifier (50x) 
Figure 2 .7 General configuration ot electricalinstrumentat.lon systems 
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2.2. Calitntim. c1 tbe IIJStruo:B:Jlalim. Syst.wB 
The relationships between the load cell, d1splacement tracsducer, acd mxlel pie strain 
gauges Sgnals and the ~dated IIlf!aSlli'ed quantiti~apriied load [Fca = /(0)], pile top displacement 
(6e~ = w(O)], and pile axial strains [/(~)]• respectively-were emablished by direct observation For 
example, rather than att.empting to cmculate the response of the ~cype load cell by oonsideration of 
the elastic deformations of the steel ring, strain gauge spedtlcations, and bridge circuit and ampifier 
cil.Er'acteristcs, the cell w~ subjected to a sequence of loads (represented by a stack of brass tester 
weights) and its output voltages read In this load cell aiibration test and in oorresponding tests on the 
diS);iacement transducer and pile stxain gauges, the same excitation voltages, ~nt d.rcui.ts, 
sliprings. and recording devices were used in the cmibration tests ~ in the model soil-pile system load 
tests. 
In princi;ie, the responses of the instrumentation systems are all linear. The linearly-elastic 
defonnational behavior of the load cell ring, the displacement transducer cantilever.i, and the model 
pile tube dictates that unvarying proportionality c:xmstants relate the strains measured by the strain 
gauges in these devices to the fo~ and displacement quantities which they monitor. It is intended that 
this proportionality be preserved in the responses of the oomplete instrumentation systems. Direct cali-
bration indicates in all cases that t:he linearity ~on is valid The proportionality oonstants c1, ~. 
and c.;. for load. displacement. and strain at the i-th gauge are given by the slopes of plots of load. dis-
placement. and strnin versus the recorder ~ deflections. respectively. 
2.3. Sails TESted 
A unifonnly-grcrled. fine-grained SK>il naiiBi "Nevada Fine Sand" (NFS) was used in tests 1, 
3, 4, 5, and 6. The grain-size distributions of these soils are shown in Figure 2.10. Further info:rma-
tion oonoeming SK>il properties in specific test specimens, including unit weights and water oont.ents, is 
given in the individual test de~ptions of Chapters 3 and 4. 
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2.4. Geoeml Aspects r1 Sdl.-Pile II cdB. Pn:paatim. 
Assembly of the model soil-pile system in the centrifuge bucket, in the configumtion shown 
in Figure 2.2, begins with placing the soil into the bucket and insertion of the model pile. A ~ layer 
. 
of soil is first fomEd in the bottom of the bucket Next. the tip of the pile is positioned at the center 
of this soil pad and the pte is pushed into the soil to a depth such that: (a) the pile tip is supported in 
its centered position. and (b) the top of the pile is at a proper level relative to the top of the bucket 
The pte assembly is placed into posi.tion at this time as a complete unit. from the pile bottom plug to 
the load cell. The vertical position of the cmembly is chosen by considering the level of the displace-
ment platform relative to the loamon of the displacement centilevers which will later be clamped to the 
bucket lip. The remainder of the soil mcm is then put into place around the pie. In the case of sands, 
the soil is empaced in layers of a few inches depth. with compaction procedures ani.ed out at each 
layer. The procedures used in compacting sand specimens are explained in detail in the descriptions of 
the individual tests of Chapters 3 and 4, below. At this &.age in the test on silt soil, the pile was held in 
posttion while the specimen was consolidated by centrifugation. 
Upon completion of compaction (sand) and consolidation (silt), the centrifuge is stopped 
and the remainder of the apparatus depicted in Figure 2.2 is installed and adjusted. The displacement 
beams are damped to the lip of the bucket and their cantilevers attached to the displacement platfonn 
The loading beam and hydraulic ram are installed. and the beam l.i.nlred to the load cell with the yoke. 
W hen the centrifuge is taken up to speed for the test. the mcmive loading beam will greatly ina-ease in 
"weighe'. Significant loading of the soil-pile system would occur before the planned loading test 
sequence if the beam were not restrained To fCevent this, restraint is provided against the downward 
movement of the beam in the form of a hinged plate bolted to the lip of the bucket which fits into a 
notch in the loading beam. This device is illustrated in Figure 2.11, below. [After taking the centrt-
fuge up to speed. the first action in the loading sequence is to raise the loading beam a short distan.ce, 
allowing the restraining plate to fall out of the way (see 2.5, below) .] Now the leads from the trans-
ducer bridges are oonnect:.ed to their respective amplifier ciro.lits and to the power supply, and the 
bridges are nulled The vertical position of the pile cmembly and the level of the soil mass surface with 
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notch in 
loading beam ---==H=~-.... 
plate 
hinge ----n~=:t. 
bolt ----1-t'"-~1 .,.,_....~ ......... ~ t--olr" ___ _, 
Figure 2.11 Diagram or hinged restraining plate 
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tesped to the bucket top are recorded This infor:mation willindi.CBte the depth of embedment of the 
model pile for pmposes of subsequent acal.ysi..s. 
2.5. Tad'. PnxaimB 
The expertmenters monitor and control the progress of a test on the centrifuge from an 
instrumentation shed adjacent to the centrifuge building. Here are found the t::rml&lucer signal record-
ing devices, a control valve for the hydraulic loading system. and the centrifuge power eontrol and 
speed indicator. The first step in running a model ooil-ple system test is to bring the centruuge up to 
test speed. Next. the initial positions of (a) the CRT traces on the recording bar of the strip chart 
recorder and (b) the X-Y recorder pm. are set Then the hydraulic fluid compressor is started. This is 
done immediately before loading of the model soil-pile system begins because the 3Q()(}pn compl'e$0r 
will only run for about 15 minutes before it overheats and is automatically shut off. This consideration 
aloo determines the maximmn duration of centrifuge tests involving hyrlrailic loading. The average 
duration of a pile locdng test is about 10 minutes. 
Loading is controlled by the experimenter through operation of a valve for the hydraulic 
fluid He follows the cutrent progress of load application and soil-pile system response on the X -Y 
recorder, which is producing a plot of load versus pile top ~ment The loading sequence begins 
with pulling on the top of the pile as the loading beam is raised to allow the hinged restraining plate to 
diseng~e. A typical loading sequence is illustrated in the X -Y recorder plot of Figure 2.8, the record 
of Test 3. The loading path b~ ct. point A. The pulling associated with releasing the plate 
corresponds to the plot segment between points A and B. Now three compressive cycles of load test 
are carried out The soil-pile system is subjected to sucxes>i.vely higher values of pushing load at points 
C, D, and E, each followed by unloading to zero applied load This brings the loading path to point F . 
Next. four tension tests are performed Repeated p.Il.l.ing and unloading brtng the system ~ssively 
to the tension failure points G, H. I. and J. Finally, beginning from the condition of zero applied load 
at point K, ftve-and-one-hal.f cyd.es of pushing and pulling to load levels oomewhat less than failure are 
camed out The maximum pushing loads in these cycles correspond to points L. M . N. 0. P. and Q. 
The load test ends at point R. The loading sequence for this test can be summari.zed as follows: 
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1. three pushing ( c:xunptession) tests to failure, 
2. four pulling (tenS.on) tests to failure, and 
3. tlv&-and-one-half pushing-pulling ( a:>IDpiessl.on-tenS.on) cydes. 
Nate 1: In subsequent di.srussions of experimental loading test sequences in this report. 
there is frequent reference to ''J:ushing'' and "pulling" loads applied to the pile top. Use of this termi-
nology often holds advantages in predsi.on over the phrases "co~ve loading" and ''tensile loading" 
for des::rtbing portions of a complex and extensive loading path For example, depending on the load-
ing bistoxy of a soil-pile ~m. a pile may be in compression along varying proportions of its length 
when a given. moderate pulling load acts on its top, so that it is misleading to refer to this loading as 
''tensile''. 
Nate ~ Both in the loading sequenre desaiptions above end in those of Chapters 3 and 4, 
loading to failure or near failure is referred to as "pushing to failure" or "pulling to failure", while lower 
intensities of loading are desaibed. simply as "pushing" or "pulling". 
2.6. Pmcecbal fer Analyzing the Test Data 
The load-displ.acement behavior, o.a[Fca('T)], of the t=rototype soil-pile~ assod.ated with 
a model test is represented di.red.ly ·by the X -Y recorder plot of load cell reading versus displacements 
transducer reading. In order to interpret this plot. it is only necessary to determine the horizontal and 
vertical scales. taking into acx:ount (a) the calibration factors relating model };ile top displacement to 
recorder pen X -deflection and pile applied load to pen Y -detlecti.on. and (b) the centrifuge modeling 
scale factors relating model and prototype quantities. 
In order to achieve a more detailed interpretation of the behavior of the prototype soil-pile 
system. a desai.ption of soil-pile interaction along the entire length of the pile by means of the func-
tions t(z), /(z), and w(z). and t-z CUIVes, the model pile strain gauge readings must also be brought 
into the pi.c:ture. The analysis begins with the identification of pile strain gauge readings with values of 
axial force in the model pile /(z..) by means of the gauge calibration factors. Next. a rubic polynomial 
is fit to these pie strain gauge axial force values, together with the load cell value /(0). This furu:tion 
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serves as an approximation to the axial fo:rt:e distribution. /(z), in the model pile. The model soil-pile 
shear stress and pile displacement ftmctions for the m:xlel system. t(z) and w(z), ere then derived by 
difierentiation and integration of /(z), respectively. When the ttmctions t(z) and w(z) have been 
developed in this· way at a sequence of points -r1 along the test loading path. t-z curves showing soil-pile 
interaction at various depths~ are constructed by cying together points [w(~.-r1), t(:li,Tj)] tor sucoes-
S.ve values of j . Finally, prototype-model scaling factorn are applied to all fo:rt:e and displacement 
quantities, and the f, t, and w functions and t-z curves corresponding to the behavior of the prototype 
pile ere plotted. 
Details of the general application of this interpretation to the six model tests will now be 
desert bed. 
2.6.1. Data Red.Jdicn 
The test loading sequence is reviewed by refemng to the plot of load vernus pile top dis-
placement produced by the X -Y rerorder and specitlc intezvals of the test are chosen for t-z int:erpreta-
tion In e~ test. lD-20% of the total data set was interpreted in this detailed way, in most cases 
including one loading sequence interval taken from near the beginning of the test. in which the }:ile was 
loaded first to failure in pushing and then to failure in pulling, and another inteiVal from later in the 
test consisting of one-and- one-half cycles of pushing-pulling cydic loading at load levels about one-half 
those of failure. Next, the segments of the strip chart or digital. recorder records corresponding to these 
inteiVals are identified For examp.e, the partial X-Y and strip chart records of Test 5 shown in Figure 
2.12, below, are associated with the same inteiVal of the test (Note: Records from the strip chart and 
digital reoordern play the same role in these test interpretations and are treated very similarly. To sim-
plify the presentation, it will be assumed in the remainder of this general des:7i.pti.on of the tests 
analys.s that the strip chart :madline w~ used.) The next step is to mark the strip chart reoord at a set 
of points, ~-r;l representing signiftcant stages in the progress of the test, ~ shown in Figure 2.12b. 
Transducer readings at these loading path stations are the complete basis for the t-z interpretation 
They include points separated by roughly equal increments of applied load. and applied load maxima, 
minima and zeros. Finally, the sinrultaneous readings of the load cell, displacements transducer, and 
(o.) 
(t.l 
A~lied 
load, Fa 
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Figure 2.12 Corresponding record segments from (a) X-Y recorder and 
(b) strip-chart recorder 
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pile strain gauges at these 't-z beSs stations", ~-r1J, are mea9Ured from the strip d:l.art record using a 
digitizer. 
2.6.2. Ccnva&c:ncl Datalntollodel PileFmceaod.DispiBMe•w•tValues 
This is accomplished usi.ng the calibration factors described in section 2.2, above. 
2.6.3.. Cmsb1:di.c:n cl the Fuodims f(z). t(z). and w(z). Fer the 11 odd 
Pile 
For eadl of the loading path stations which form the beSs for the interpretation of a particu-
l.ar test interval, values of axial force at the top of the model pile and at the strain gauge points are 
found Since model pile A ~five strain gauges and pile B nine, me~ values of f(z} are available 
at six z values (including z= 0) when pile A is used and at ten z values with pile B. The axial force 
function at all points along the model pile is now apJrOxi.mated by flWng a continuous curve to these 
experimental values. 
FiWng the experi.mental data with the best cubic polynomial on a least squares basis ~ pro-
vena satisfactory way of constructing the fundion f(z). It is assumed that the distribution of model 
pile axial forces with depth ~ the form 
(2.7) 
Though this assumption limits the degree of detail in pile behavior which shows up in the subsequent t-
z int:.erl'retation. it~ the converse advantage that sm:.>othing is automatically applied to the expert-
mental data The use of higher order polynomials leads to sp.uious tmdnlations in the fitted CUIVes. 
The range of soil-pile system behavior which is revealed by this treatment includes many of the 
system's fundamental ch.aractertrucs. 
The relationship;; of ooil-pile shear stresses t(z) and pile displacements w(z} to the deriva-
tive of f(z) and its integral, respectively, were developed briefly in Chapter 1. A complete derivation 
of these relationships is now presented demonstmting the notation. including sign conventions. which 
is utilized in the remainder of this chapter and in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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An elastic pile of ciram:lferenoe S, ~anal area A, and Young's modulus E is acted 
upon by the following forces. as illustrated in Figure 2.13a: 
1. appied load 
F.a[ = /(0)], poS.tive downward. 
2. shear stresses given by the soil to the pile, t(z), poS.tive upward. and 
3. tip load Ft. poS.tive upward 
From the equilibrium of a differential section of the pile (Figure 2.13b): 
or 
and in the limit as 6 z-+ 0. 
/(z + 6z) + S6:tJ:(z) = /(z) 
J(z + 6z) - /(z) = -S(z) 
llz 
t( ) = -1 d/(z) z s dz . (2.8) 
As indicated in Figure 2.13a. downward movements of points along the Ii].e represent positive pile dis-
pl.acements w( z) . Introducing a ( z) = axial normal stress in the pile material, compr:"essive stress posi-
tive, and e(z) = axial normal strain in the pile material, shortening positive, there appear 
and from the pile's elasticity, 
Therefore, 
/(z) = Aa(z), 
e(z) = -dw(z) 
dz 
a(z) = Ee(z) . 
(b) 
(4) 
soil l 
t(z) 1 (positive) 
1 
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f(z) 
--Z ,w(z) 
t z •6z, w(z•6z) 
~Ground .surface, z=O 
Pile, length L, stiffness EA, 
and circumference S 
. Original location of pile point z• 
(pile unloaded and undeformed) 
Location of pile point Z' in 
loaded, deformed pile state 
Figure 2.13 (a) Forces acting on the pile and pile displacements 
(b) Equilibrium of a d11'ferent1al section of the pile 
and 
/(z) 
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= -EA dw(z) 
d:z 
w(z) = ~ J Ja)d(~) . 
Equations (2.8) ccd (2.9) show the relationships of t(z) and w(z) to f(z) . 
(2.9) 
A usetul constraint on the~ form of the axial fon:e frmction in equation (2.7) arises 
from the physics of the soil-p.le system The soil lila$ in nearly all of the model tests was composed ot 
cohesi.onless sand This matert.al. has no strength again&. !~leering under the conditions ot zero 
confining ~which exist at ground surface, so that the soil-pile shear stresses t(z) rrru.st. satisfy 
the boundary condition 
t(z) = 0 at z = 0 . (2.10) 
::mce /(z) has been assumed to have the cubic polynomial form of equation (2. 7) , from equation 
(2.8) , 
t(z) 
Boundary condition (2.10) implies that a.1 = 0, so that 
t(z) = i (~ + 2a.:az) (2.11) 
and 
/( z) = ¥ + ~ + llo · (2.12) 
The value of axial force Fa measured by the load ooll is imposed on /(z) as a boundary con-
dition. namely, 
/(z) = Fm a.t z = 0 . 
Therefore, from equation ( 2.12), 11o = Fm and 
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l(z) = ~ + a.-F + F,. . (2.13) 
Thus, the cmve I ( z) is oonstrained to pes; through the loed cell. IIEasurement. while the pile strain 
gauge measurements are taken into acx:::ount only by means or the leeS. squares fomrulation This pro-
oedure has the advantage of simplifying the curve fitting CBI.c:ulations. 
The function I ( z) des::ri.bing axial forces everywhere along the model pile is given. at last. 
by determining the ooeffidents a.2 and a9 in equation (2.13) which best fit the pile strain gauge data in 
the sense of leeS. squares. The ~dated distrtbution of soil-pile shear stress t(z) is then available 
immediately from (2.11) . The model pile displacements w(z) are related to l(z) ~indicated in equa-
tion (2.9), 
The integration oonstant C is determined by the boundary oon.dition that at the soil surface the pile dis-
placement is a known quantity 'U.b· From 
w(z) = 'U.b at z=O. 
it follows that C = -EA1Lb and 
-1 r as ~ J 
w( z) = EA lT z4 + 3 i! + F~~j + 1Lb . 
The quantity 1Lb is CBI.c:ulated by deducting the change in length of the model pile tube between the dis-
placements platform and the soil surface, AJII' from the measured movement of the platform. ~· The 
axial force in this segment of pile tube is the applied load. F11 • If its length is ipr, then 
A - Filip, 
Upt - EA 
and 
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2.6.4.. Ccmsbudian d. t-z Curve~ fer the 11 odel Pile 
In the manner desai.bed above, the fundions f(z), t(z), and w(z) are constructed trom 
experimental data at each of the stations -r i in a given loading path interval. A t-z diagram showing the 
oou:r.;e of soil-pile i.nt.emcti.on at depth~ duling this inteival is now produced from the set of ordered 
pairs [w(~.-r1),t(~.-r1)] by connecting these points with line segments in loading path sequence. 
2.6.5. Cw:vasicn frtm.ll aiel to Prd.otype Pile Fcroe aod Displa" • e •t 
Values 
A exx>rding to centzifugal modeling principles; as di.saJssed in Chapter 1. the prototype-model 
s::al.ing factor for length quantities, such as depths z along the pile and pile displacements w(z), is 
given by the multipe, n, of earth's gravitational acreleration. g, ~plied to the llX)del soil-pile system. 
The applied centrifugal eccel.eration at any point in the model is related to the distance from that point 
to the centzifuge center of rotation In the present tests, the length of the model pile, typically about 
20 indres, is of the sarm o:rtier as the distance from the top of the pile to the centzifuge center of rota-
tion. about 25 inciles. Therefore, the aa:Jelerations applied to the model vary significantly along the 
length of the pile. The acceleration value near the model pie midpoint was used as the ba<;is for the 
prototype-model length scaling fad:.or n in interpreting these tests. The specific values of n used in the 
six tests are indicated in the individual test desaiptions of Chapters 3 end 4. The prototype-model~­
ing factor for force quantities. including pile axial force /(z) and pie stiffness EA, is n 2. 
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CHAPI"ER 3 
CENTRU~JGE 11 ODEL TEST 1 
Test 1 provides information concerning the behavior of very large pies in Nevada Fine 
Sand The level of accelerations at mid-pile applied to the model soil-pile systems in this test is 
100 g s. so that its behavior corresponds to that of systems with piles With embedded lecgth about 175 
feel Of the centrifuge pile ~ presented in this thesis, Test 1 was performed ecrlia Because the 
testing procedures were still in a state of developnent at this time, this test shows the following compli-
cations and defid.endes, whidl are not present in Tests :3--6: 
No precise determination was made of the properties of the soil composing the model soil 
mass specimens. 
2. D i..tlk:ulties encot.m.tered in recording the force and di.splacernent tran.9iu.cer signals led to 
slight deviations from the procedures for analyzing the test data outlined in Chapter 2. (See ''Special 
aspects ot the analysis", sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.5, below.) 
3.1. Sped1'lc Prccedures and Results d Test 1 
3.1.1. Appamtus 
A detailed description of the apparatus was given in section 2.1, above. Model IiJ.e A was 
used here. The main record of transducer signals wa; made with the strip dlart recorder. 
3.1.2. Features r1 the DJJdel sru-p!e SJStem 
a The soil mass was composed of dry Nevada Fine Sand (NFS) . 
b. The roil was poured around the pile in 6-inch layers and lightly compacted by 
t.arrq:tng with a metal rod 
c The average unit weight of the sand in the roil mass specimen was not measured 
here, as it was for Tests 3-6. However, based on comparison with the dry unit weights of the soil 
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masses for Tests 3 and 4, in wbicb. greater coll'J~Biive et!ort ~expended (see 4.2.2, item b), the dry 
average unit weight of the Test 1 spedmen is estimated to have been 100 pd. 
d The friction angle of dry NFS w~ 33.2". The coeffident of friction between the 
~ess steel of the pile tube ·end NFS w~ found to be 0.295. 
e. The surface of the roil ~ w~ 1.4 inches from the top of the centrifuge 
bucket 
f. The embedded length of the model pile w~ 22.0 inches. 
3. The protot~model sailing factor, n, is taken~ 100.0, the value of the acceleration 
Bpliied to the system 9. 7 indl.es above the model b~. 39.1 inches from the centrifuge center of rota-
tion With this sailing fader, the prototype pile specifications are: 
a embedded length .. . 183.3 feet. 
b. diameter ... 4.17 feet. and 
c. EA ... 4,310,000 kii>S: 
4. Loads were applied to the top of the pile in the following sequence: 
a pushing to failure, 
b. pulling to failure, 
c. pushing to failure, 
d pulling to failure, 
e. seven pushing-pulling cydes. 
The following two loading path inteiVals were interpreted using t-z diagrams: 
a I ntaval 1-- '/'1w iniliDl. p.Nring arrl pJ1J:ing loadings, a arrl b, abaue. RJfmn s1IJti!:ms 
in ths 1nlmuJl jtrrrrad. ths basis jbr ths t-z cun;es. 
b. Jntaval 2-Th2 fiJ1h ofth! seum.~ c¢.es of e. Here, fh2 t-z basis 'IJ.DS 
CDTTplS'Irl ofll ::i:rriiDrts. 
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5. ~ f1SJBds ofths aJT1ly!is 
a. 1hB lDad. cell arrJ. pZe s1min gauge mad&tgs at f1JB ~z basis sb.J1iJ.Jm u.ere mg;Ji:zed. · 
from. f1JB m1p chDrt 'J'2CD'7!i HrT~JH~Br, fhs 1esp11 ase s:ensiiili1y of fhs strip chDrt 12tD'It:i?t dis[fm :er1mt tnz:r& 
dua:1r tmm hrJd. been set fDa high. so fJu:rt fJris tmm 'UE!TJi of!sr::ale uny snon a1fHr the tsst began Ths pZe fop 
dis[im :ements at fhs basis sb.J1iJ.Jm u.ere jtrund. from ths x-Y 71!C0'7'tE' ]i.ot of lDad. cell U?IS'I..I:S ~ 
trrrrtJd..imr readings. 
b. A spriJl pccedum 'WJS used in ftmniJg f1JB r:lrzJD. basis Jrr f1JB searrd. loa.djrg p1ih 
'irdl!1U1l. Load '91 lit nlirm dul+ng f1JB pBring-pi1ing r:v:J2s p:r:rt of fils tsst hDd. been erm:tic, arrJ. 'TlO irdlmJal of 
p.Sring jblluusd lry pDing 'TJeCV fhB ern of fhB r:y:J:Dv sequenm 1J.DS saiisjbcl:my Jbr dired anaJ:y;is. 1hB driin. 
basis jUr such a. load:irg seque'l'a 'WJS thsreftre amsbu:JBd. based on fhs 1I!C07d of an inJmvaL of ]UJirg jbl-
lm.t.ed lryp.Brirg. 
'!he load. cell tmce on fhs 'T'Plr11Bd.1XJ11;Un of fhB m1p dlart 'ream/. agsaraJ. as :iJrrurt in. Rgure 
3.1a.. It is fhB p1ih {A, BC, D) of Rgure 3.1b 1J.h:idt 1.I.DS ~ ftrrm. ths stiYpzlhs (A, B) arrJ. {C, D) 
IIWiced. in Rgure 3.1a. fD sen.e as the basis Jrr a. pBring-pi1ing loading Ffh intEm.rJI. 1hB pZe fop disJ:irlm-
rrerrt readings assoc:itJIBd 1JiJh ~ in szb-rnlh {C, D) u.ere aJ{JIIItttsd lry fhB qurntity { disJl.acerrm't at B 
'rf1iru; disJl.acerrm't at C) fD gbR canl:irruuus rtiyinurrilllds in. fhB 7rt.e7uJl. Tlris pJJ.iwrg pc~ UDS ]DSSir 
ble becxzuse fhs readings at fhB load ooll rr:rd. all lil2 pZe stmi:n gauges at print B in Ffgure 3. la. per:isel:y cain:-
cidsd 1JiJh. fhDse at print C. 1hB pniDdk: 7Ub.ae of fil2 loading sequerr:e in fJris p:r:rt of fil2 tsst ar:xxrunJs jUr 
ths rroJr:iring of these readings, rr:rd. gives fhB pc~ wJidily. 
8. 1hB ]i.otmd. TeSUJs of Test 1 agsrr in. Rgures 3.ax tJrrour1t 3.2j, as indimJBd. in fhB fDble 
load cell 
reading 
load cell 
reading 
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ttme ~---.;...-1 --~8 o------~o I 
lo 
o----Second loading path interval -----~y 
Figure 3 .1 (a) Portion ot original strip-chart record 
(b) The second loading path interval of Test 3 composed for t-z analyw.ta 
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TABLE 3.1. Ji'1gl.Ke N1mDn fer the Resol.tll d. Test 1 
Glllpbs lntaval1 Intaval2 
Applied load VemJS 
pile top displaoement Figure 3.2a Figure 3.2f 
Pile axial force, /(z) Figure 3.2b Figure 3.2g 
Soil-pie shear stress. t( z) Figure 3.2c Figure 3.2h 
Plle displacemmt, w( z) Figure 3.2d Figure 3.2i 
t-z diagrams Figure 3.2e Figure 3.2j 
3.2. RallBik CCDD'ning the Platted RE!Idts d. Test 1 
No additional intezpretaiion will be placed on the results ot Test 1. though the graphs 
presented above compose a detailed aa:ount of soil-pile system behavior which can be used ac:l the baSs 
for a wide variety of intezpretations and analyses, including t-z analysis. In the next chapter, the same 
types of graphs form a record of the more carefully planned and executed Tests 3-6. Some of the 
aspects of soil-pile behavior which these graphs am. revea are ~ed there. (See section 4.4.) 
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Figure 3.2a. Applied load vs. pile top displacement-Interval 1. Test 1 
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C S3HJN I > Hld30 
Figure 3.2b. Pile axial force, f(z)-Interval 1, Test 1 
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1 0 I • 11UJ1W J'1IIJI ~ 
O·o ~o~~~~~~-o~-------=~--------~~--------~~--------~ 1 0915" 0 01111 " I OZlS" I 0011" Z 
C S3H:JN I ) H1d30 
Figure 3 .2c. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)-Interval 1, Test 1 
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~--------~~--------~----------~----------~----------~9 o·o OBft"O 0915"0 ann· t ots· t oon·z 
<S3HJNI> Hld3C 
Figure 3 .2d. Pile displacement, w(z)-Interval 1, Test 1 
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I 01 ° IIDlJIIol J1IOI ~ 
~~~~--~~--~~--~~~~~~--~~--~~--~~--~~~-~~-~~ . 
Figure 3.2e. t-z diagrams-Interval 1, Test 1 
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<S81) O~Q1 03Ildd~ 
Figure 3.2!. Applied load vs. pile top displacement-Interval 2, Test 1 
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Figure 3.2g. Pile axial force. t(z)--Interval 2. Test 1 
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Figure 3 .2h. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--Interval 2, Test 1 
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Figure 3 .2i. Pile displacement, w(z)-Interval 2. Test 1 
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Figure 3.2j. t-z diagrams-Interval 2, Test 1 
4.1. JDinxb:ticm. 
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CHAPI'ER 4 
CENTRIFUGE .II ODEL TESt'S 3-6 
Tests 3-6 produced infonnation concerning the behavior of piles embedded to a depth of 
about 55 feet in Nevada Fine Sand. The rmdel soil mass is composed of dry NFS in T e6ts 3 and 4, and 
in Tests 5 and 6 the sand is saturated These tests have two main purposes. First. cs in Test 1, the 
behavior of certain prototype soil-pile systems. featuring ideal, hormgeneous soil masses, is investi-
gated t.mder a variety of loadings. In particular, TeSts 3-6 afford the opportunity to compare the 
behavior of systems ditrering primarily in the presence of grcn.mdwater. The second ma,jor purpose of 
these tests is to shed light on the accuracy of results obtained from the present cent:rtfuge rmdel tests. 
The prototype soil-pile system ass:>ciated with Tests 5 and 6 is very similar to some of the full-sa:lle 
field systems tested in connection with the Arl<ansas River Navigation Project [31]. Full srele and cen-
trifuge model pile load testing results are oompared in Chapter 5. 
Tests 3 and 4 are nearly identical in their broad features, cs are Tests 5 and 6. This duplica-
tion ~ perfoiTIEd to ensure that a clear picture was gained of model soil-pile~ behavior in the 
dry and saturated soil IDa$ cac;es. Since the procedures for the duplloate test pairs are nearly alike, 
these pairs of tests will be described together. Any significant dispcrities which existed between the 
matching tests will be noted in the oourse of the desaiptions. 
4.2. Specific Prccedurel and Results c:l. Tests 3 and 4 
4.2.1. Apparabls 
Model ple B wcs used in these tests. Readings were not taken at strain gauge 3, which had 
produced very emmc signals in the preliminary calibration tests. The strip chart recorder was used in 
making the primary record of the remaining transducer 9gnal.s. 
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4.2.2. FeabJrel!l d. the 11 odEi Scil-Pile Syalan 
a. The soil ~ was oomposed of dey NFS. 
b . Special care was taken to achieve a high degree of compaction of the sand in the soil 
mass ~men. The following prooedures were used in preparing the soil-pile model: 
i. A base layer of sand of depth about 5-1/2 indles at its center was 
emplaced in the bottom of the bucket This material was oompad.ed by means of (a) probing and 
tampng with a metal rod and (b) vibration. Vibration was awlied by strtking the outside of the bucket 
with a h.ammfr. To enhance the resulting oompadion. three wedge-shaped lead plates (see Figure 4.1, 
below) with a oombined weight of 11.3 pounds rested on the surface of the soil during the vibration 
ij. The roodel pile was placed in the center of this sand base by pushing its 
tip into the soil to a dep;b. of about three inches. 
iii. The rern.cinder of the soil ~ was packed around the pile in 2-3-inch 
layers, each such layer being oompad:.ed using the same methods applied to the base layer. 
c. The degree of saturation of the sand in the soil specimen was 0% . Its average unit 
weight was 104 pd and its porosity 0.37 in both Tests 3 and 4. 
d The friction angle of dly NFS was 33.2". The coeffkient of friction between the 
epoxy varnish with which the pile was ooated and NFS was found to be 0.392. 
e. The surface of the soil mass was 1.5 inches from the top of the centrifuge bucket 
f. The embedded length of the model pile was 20.4 inches. 
4.2.3. The prototype-model scaling factor is taken as 33.0, the value of the acceleration applied to the 
system 10.2 inches above the model pile base, 'J7.1 inches from the centrifuge center of rotation The 
prototype pile speci.flcations are the following: 
a embedded length ... 56.1 feet. 
b. diameter .. . 17.3 inches, and 
c. EA . . . 506,000 kips. 
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Figure 4.1 Lead plates used during compaction procedures of Tests 3-6 
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4.2.4. In Test 3, loads were app.ied to the top of the pile in the following sequence: 
a. pulling to failure, 
b. pushing to failure, unloading, 
c. pushing to failure, unloading, 
d. pushing to failure, 
e. pulling to ffilure, unloading, 
f. pulling to failure, unloading, 
g. pu11ing to fcilure, unloading, 
h. pulling to failure, 
i. ftve-and-one-balt puSling-pull1ng cydes. 
The following two loading pBth i.nt.ervels of Test 3 were interpreted using t-z diagtams: 
a. lnl:lnal. 1-From the unloaded oondi.tion following c, above, to the unloeded oondi-
tion following e. The t-z curves for interval 1 were based on 12 digitized stations. 
b. lnbnal. 2-From the point of maximum p.llling load in the third of the ftve-and-
one-halt pushing-pulling cydes of i, to the point of maximum mushing load in the fifth cycle. The t-z 
curves for interval 2 were based on 15 digitized stations. 
4.2.5. The loading secpenoe in Test 4 was the following: 
a. pulling to failure, 
b. pushing to failure, unloading, 
c. pushing to failure, unloading, 
d. pushing to failure, 
e. pu11ing to failure, unloading, 
f. pulling to failure, unloading, 
g. p.illing to f eilure, 
h. puSling to failure, 
i. pulling, 
j. fo~and-on.e-balt pushing-pulling cydes. 
The following two loading pBth intervels of Test 4 were interpreted with t-z di.agrarm: 
a. Inl:lnal. 1-From the unloaded oondi.tion following c. above, to the unloaded oondi-
tion following e. The t-z curves for interval 1 were based on 15 digitized stations. 
b. Inl:lnal. a-From the point of maximum pulling load in the third of the fo~and­
one-halt pushing-pulling cydes of j, to the point of maximum pushing load in the final balt-cyde. The 
t-z curves for interval 2 were ~ 16 digitized stciions. 
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4..2.6. The plotted results of Tests 3 acd 4 appear in Figures 4.2a through 4.3j, as indicated in the table 
below. 
TABLE 4..1. Ftgum Nwnben fer the Red~ r1 Tesbl 3 and 4 
Tmt3 
Grapm lnt.ervall lnbnal2 
Applied load versus 
pile top displacement Fig. 4.2a Fig. 4.2f 
Plle axial force, /(z) Fig. 4 .2b Fig. 4.2g 
Soil-pile shear 
stres;, t ( z) Fig. 4.2c Fig. 4.2h 
Pile displacement. w(z) Fig. 4.2d Fig. 4.21 
t-z diagrans Fig. 4.ae Fig. 4 .2j 
4..3. Spea1lc Procedure~ and Results r1 Tests 5 and 8 
4..3. L Apparatus 
Test.4 
Inbnall lnta"Val2 
Fig. 4.3a Fig. 4.3f 
Fig. 4.3b Fig. 4.3g 
Fig. 4.3c Fig. 4.3h 
Fig. 4.3d Fig. 4.3i 
Fig. 4.3e Fig. :4.3j 
Model pile B was used in these tests. Readings were not taken oc !>trnio gauges 3 and 9, 
which were not functioning oorredly. The stnp chart reoorder was used in making the piimary record 
of the remaining traruducer signals. 
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4.3.2. Features ~the II odel Sci.l-Pile SystEm 
a The soil Illiel was oomposed of saturated N FS. 
b. The same procedures were used in p-eperiDg the soil-pie models for these tests as 
for Tests 3 and 4. During the layer-by-layer J%'OCeS9 of emplarement and oompad:ion of the soil Illiel, 
the water level in the spedmen was maintained just below the riSng level of the soil surface. 
c. The degree of saturation of the sand in the soil specimen was 100%. In both tests 5 
and 6 the average total unit weight of the soil was 126 pet and its porosity 0.37; thus its water oontent 
was za7. . 
d The coefficient of friction between the G LPI' vamim with which the pile was ooated 
and dry NFS was found to be 0.555. 
e . The surface of the soil mass was 2.0 inches from the top of the centrifuge bucket in 
Test 5. In Test 6 this distance was 1.9 inches. 
f. The embedded length of the IIJ)del pile wcm 19.8 inciles in Test 5 and 20.0 inches in 
Teste. 
4.3.3. Just as in Tests 3 and 4, the proto~model scciing factor is taken as 33.0. The prototype pile 
specitlcations are the following: 
a embedded length ... 54.6 feet in Test 5, 54.9 feet in Test 6, 
b . diameter . . . 17.3 inciles, and 
c. EA . . . 506,000 kips. 
4.3.4. In Test 5, loads were aptiied to the top of the pile in the following sequence: 
a pilling to f allure, 
b . pushing to failure, unloading, 
c. pushing to failure, unloading, 
d pushing to failure, 
e. p..illing to failure, unloading, 
t. pulling to failure, unloading, 
g. p..illing to f allure, 
h. pushing to failure, 
i. p..illing. 
j . six pushing-p..illing cydes. 
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The following two loading path intervals or Test 5 were interpreted with t-z diagrams: 
a. lnbnall-From the unloaded condition following c. above, to the unloaded condi-
ti.on following e. The t-z curves for interval 1 were based on 14 digitized stations. 
h lnbnal ~From the unloaded condition following the second of the pushing-pulling 
cycles of j, to the point of maximum pushing load in the fourth cycle. The t-z rurves for interval 2 
were based on 17 digitized stations. 
4..3.5. The loading sequence in Test 6 Wa9 the following: 
a p.illing to f allure, 
b. pushing to failure, unloading, 
c. pushing to failure, unloading, 
d pushing to failure, 
e. ~ to fcilure, unloading, 
f. pulling to failure, unloading, 
g. ~ to fcilure, 
h. pushing to failure, 
i. ax: pushing-pulling cydes. 
The following two loading path intervals of Test 6 were interpreted with t-z diagrams: 
a. lnbnall-From the unloaded condition following c. above, to the unloaded condi-
ti.on following e. The t-z curves for interval 1 were based on 17 digitized stations. 
b. lnbnal ~From the point of maximum pilling load in the second of the six 
pushing-pulling cycles of i. to the point of maximJm. pushing load in the fourth cycle. The t-z curves 
for interval 2 were based on 17 digitized stations. 
4..3.8. The plotted results of Tests 5 and 6 appear in Figures 4.4a through 4.5j, a9 indicated in the tmle 
below. 
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TABLE 4.2. Figure NlmD:n fer the Redts c1 Tads 5 and 6 
Test3 Talt4 
Gnlphs Jnlaval. 1 Jnbnal2 lntavall Inlaval. 2 
Applied load versus 
pile top displacement Fig. 4.4a Fig. 4 .4t Fig. 4.5a Fig. 4.5f 
Pile axial force, /( z) Fig. 4.4b Fig. 4.4g Fig. 4.5b Ftg. 4.5g 
Soil-pile shear 
stress, t ( z) Fig. 4.4c Fig. 4.4h Fig. 4.5c Fig. 4.5h 
Pile displ.aceimnt, w(z) Fig. 4.4d Fig. 4.4i Fig. 4.5d Fig. 4.5i 
t-z diagrams Fig. 4.4e Fig. 4.4j Fig. 4.5e Fig. 4.5j 
4.4. Remarks m. the Platted REBUlts r1 Teds 3-8 
4.4. L Plots r1 8Aiied load vasus pie tcp displace 1 e 1t 
These plots show o~[F~(r)] for the loading path of a given test interval. Eadl plot is based 
on the Honeywell recorder load cell and ~ments transducer readings at the t-z loading path beSs 
stations, r1. A contour is formed by joining the data points for the sucn:ssive stations by line seg-
ments. and the points are numbered. 
The same plotting scales, both horizontal and vertical. have been used for all test intervals, 
s:> that the loading paths can be easily compared As has been desaibed above (see 2.6.1), loading 
path interval 1 includes pushing and pulling loading to near f allure. The second loading path interval is 
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one-and-on& ball-cycles taken from a series of ~pulling cycles later In the test Pushing and pul-
ling load levels about half those of inteival 1 are readled here. In each test. the same displaoament 
transil.UE" reading-the reading at station 1 in the tlrst interval--was taken as corresponding to zero ~ 
placement In both intervals 1 and 2. Thus, the relative vertic:Bl. positions of the pile in the two loading 
Intervals are represented corred:ly: their relationship on the X -Y recorder plot is re~uced. 
The nonlinear and irreversible fo~displacement behavior of the soil-pile system is evident 
in the 011(F11) plots. Hysteresis as:;ociat.ed with the cfumpetion of energy in soil yielding is seen in both 
the failure and cydic loading intervals. Larger hystereas loop; are fozmed in the Interval! failure load-
ings becal.lse yielding is more extensive here. The development of failure at high levels of pushing and 
pulling fOrce is ~al:.ed with the aptroach Of the OCI(F;.) aJIVe to the horizontal, reduction Of the 
effective stitfncss of the system to zero. Complete failure, In this sense, was approached more closely 
in the pulling loadings of interval 1 than in pushing. The model soil- pile system was brought some-
what closer to complete pushing failure in the tests on saturated 9:>ils, 5 and 6, than in the dry soil 
tests. 
4.4..2. Plabl cl. Anal Fcrce in the Pile as a Fundim. cl. Deplh 
The function J(z, 'T) is ~yed at the t-z basis stations T1. Each a.uve is m.arl<ed with the 
number of the station to which it corresponds. Thus. the axial force values /(0) at the top of each 
a.uve rnatcb. the force values of the corresponding station data point on the 011(~) plots. A single set 
of sc:Bl.es is used in plotting the intezval 1 a.uves for all of Tests 3-6, and another for the interval 2 
a.uves. In cddition to the graphs of the constructed cubic polynomial functions /(z,'T), there are plot-
ted the strain gauge data points on which these CUIVes are ~ed. 
One important piece of info:rmation provided by the /(z,'T) CUIVes is the tip load. the force 
exerted by the 9:>il on the base of the Itie. This is given by the value of the axial force at the bottom 
of each f(z,'T) CUIVe. The proportions of the awJ.ied load carried by the wall and the tip of the pile at 
pushing failure in each of the tests on dry and saturated sand are indicated in Table 4.3, below. (At 
failure in pulling, the force acting on the ba9e of the pile is negligible.) There is no substantial 
difference in the tip loads at pushing failure in the dry and saturated cases. The extra 30 kips measured 
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in the latter c:me may be attributed to the following facts: (a) the dry sand system was not brought as 
dose to oomplete failure as the saturated~ and (b) the pie tip carried a greater proportion of the 
total applied load in the saturated case. The wall loads and their distributions with depth will be dis-
am;eci in detail in sedion 4.4.4. 
TABLE 4.3. Tatal ApPied Loads and Tip Loads at Pushing and Nling Failure 
Pllsbing Failure Loads Pulling Failure Loads 
(kips) (kips) 
Tests 
Tatal Tip . Wall Tatal 
3and4 452 264 188 106 
(dry NFS, average) (59%) (417o) ( 1007o wall) 
5 and6 454 294 160 57 
(sat. N FS, average) (657o) (357o) ( 1007o wall) 
The shapes of the axial force curves shed light on the detailed behavior of the soil-pie sys-
tem For example, the sequence of /( z, T) curves oorresponding to stations 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, end 11 in 
interval 1 of Test 4 (Figure 4.3b) provide an interesting account of system behavior during llllloading 
from pushing failure. The shape of OJI'Ve 7 is nearly the same as that of 6, but at station 8, I ( z , T) has 
developed double curvature as the relaxation of oompressive force at the top of the pile leaves a pocket 
of higher axial forces stranded, locked-in, in the lower reaches of the pie. The same double curvature 
is present to a milder degree at station 9. At station 10, the axial force lump has been eliminated and 
the reductions in applied load appear to be simply pulling the remainder of the /(z,T) along. The 
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Slape of the CUIVe is liWe changed from this at station 11, where unloading is complete but a tip load 
remains. Unloading from failure in p..IShing develops Smilarly in several of the other loading path 
intervals of Tests 3-6, e.g., interval2 of Test 4 (Figure 4.3g) . 
4.4.3. Plats cl PileA:zial Disp.auae•t as a Fuodi.an cl D~ 
Graphs of the functions w(z, -r1) are marked with their t-z basis station numbers. As with 
the CUIVes of /(z,.,-1), one set of plotting scales and ranges is used for the w(z,-r1) cmves from the 
interval 1 loading peihs, and another for the interval 'Z s. with the exception of the second interval of 
Test 3, in which loading was conduded in a slightly dit!erent displacement range. Net lengthening and 
shortening of the pie, which is represented by the dit!erence between the values of w(z,.,-1) at the top 
and bottom of the pile, does not exa!ed. 20 percent of the complete range of pile disp.acement in any 
loading path interval. M ost of the pile displaa!ment 1s due to the movement of the pie as a whole. 
4.4.4. Plats cl Scil-Pile Shear Stn!ss as a Fundim. c:l. Depth 
The graphs of the functions t(z,-r1) at t-z basis stations are numbered just as are the 
I ( z, -r1) and w( z, -r1) c:mves. A gain. one plotting sc:Ble combination is used for the interval 1' s of Tests 
3-6, and another for the second loading path interval of each test As a result of the cohesi.onless soil 
boundary oondition of zero sheanng st:reg; at ground surface (see 2.6.3), the functions t(z.-r1) have in 
common the value zero at z = 0. 
A form of i.n.acc:urcw:.y present in the t( z, -r1) curves for many of the test intervals ~uld be 
noted. It is exemplified in the c:mves for interval. 2 of Test 4 (Figure 4.3h) . In this loading path in~ 
val, stations 6, 7, and 8 are successive stages in the course of unloading from p.lSbi.ng failure. Two 
kinds of fiaw are exhibited by the t(z,-r1) curves for these stations: 
a The value of t(z, -r6) at the bottom of the pile is greater than the corresponding value at 
station 5. However, from basic energy considerations for the soil-pile system. no i.na'ease in soil-pile 
shear sire$ acting upward on the pie can be a$0d.ated with a deaease in pushing load 
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b. In roughly the uwer third of the pile, t(Z,"T'?) and t(z,Te) both show values significantly 
greater in magnitude than the stlesses in this region along the pile at failure in pulling, yet the shear 
stlesses in this region should be bounded by those developed at pulling failure. 
These types of inconsistency may be observed in the t(z,Ti) resulbi from other loading path 
intervals of Tests 3-6, e.g., interval 1 of Test 5 (Figure 4.4c). They are associated with unloading from 
pulling as well as from pushing. One possible exp.aruti.on for these ftaws is that the functions t(z, "T'i) 
are only quadratic polynomials and therefore have relatively liWe c:Bpadty for representing the mea-
sured pile behavior. [Recall that t(z) is related to the derivative of the cubic polynomial.J(z), as 
expressed in equations ( 2. B) and ( 2.11).] At the sarm time, these in.ac:nlrlries may be octributed to the 
tact that mecmlrelileD.t errors in the mnstlucted function/( z , "T'J) will be magnified in its derivative. 
It was tacitly assumed in item b, above, that the soil-pile shear stzesses acting in a certain 
interval on the pile attain their maximum negative values when the pile is at failure in pulling. Indeed, 
on the basis of the reasonable working J%eiDise that the soil-pile yield strength at any point along the 
pile is independent of conditions elsewhere, it may be cerumed thct. the maximum positive and negative 
values of t(z) are achieved everywhere along the pile at J:UShing and pulling failure, respectively. 
Review of the t( z, "T'J) rurves oorresponding to these failure loading oonditions indimtes thzt yield 
strength distributions ty,(z) can be 'approxirnated by straight lines pcming through the origin. That is, 
for a constant ex, 
ty,(z) = cxz (4.1) 
Values or ex corresponding to pushing and pulling failure in both dry and saturated sand are tabulated 
below. 
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TABLE 4.4. Linear A~ms to Yield Stzalgth DistritUiaos 
PileLmgth. Ptadaing Failure POl.i.ng Faillre 
fr,.(L) ex ~(L) ex 
Tests (feet) (psi) (pailft.) (psi) (pd.lft.) 
3and4 56.1 10.3 .183 5.8 .103 
(dry NFS) 
5 and6 54.7 9.0 .164 3.2 .058 
(sat. NFS) 
~ there is liWe variation in g,il strength with radial. distance !rom the model pile, the 
shearing stresses are a maximum at' the pile wall, and it is at the g,fi-pile interface that g,il shear failure 
cx:xurs. Therefore, the yield strength at all points along the pile is dired:ly related to the coefficient of 
friction./.,. between the soil and ple materials, according to 
where a r( z) is the normal stress exerted by the ooil on the pile wall, the lateral soil pressure, at f allure. 
Linear distzibutions of lateral ooil pressure with depth. corresponding to the yield strength distzibutions 
described by equation ( 4.1) , are given by 
tr,.(z) - u 
u"r{z) = -- - - z = {Jz /'P /tp (4.2) 
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The values of {J corresponding to pushing and pulling failure in Tests 3-6 tre given in Table 4.5, below. 
TABLE 4.5. Li.neBr A:pp'Ozin:Biicns to Lateral Sc:il Pressure DistribuliCIDS at Pushing aod Pulling 
Failure 
Sdl-p.Ie Fridicn Pllllhing Failure Pulling Failure 
a {J a {J 
Tests Caelf1rimt, fsp (psi. 1ft) (pai.lft) (pai.lft) (psi. 1ft) 
3 and4 
(dryNFS) .392 .183 .467 .103 .263 
5 and6 
(sat NFS) .555 .164 .295 .008 .105 
A more meaoing1'ul comparison can be made of the soil-pile shear sllesses, t(z) , me~ 
in tmts on dry and sahlrated sand by taking into account the redua!d effective stresses in the saturated 
soil due to buoyancy. Assuming that in all cases the vertical effective stress, a :rt i.naeases with depth 
in accordance with the et!ective \.mit weight of the soil, in Tests 3 and 4, 
a .(z) = "/r~.Z = 104 7f- z = 0.7:?2 * z = 17z 
and in Tests 5 and 6, 
a3 (z) = -y'z = ("/-?'w)z = (126-62.4) 7f-z = 0.442 *z = 1']Z 
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The laterel. earth ~ coefflci.ents in the tests on dry and saturated soil can now be calmlatpd as 
K = 
The resulting values of K at pushing and pulling failure are t:abula.ted below. 
TABLE 4.6. Lata'al Earth Pressure Coeffldmts at Pushing and Pulling Failure 
7'] P\'llllhing Failure Pulling Failure 
{1 {1 
Tests (psilft) K K (psilft) (psim) 
3 and4 
(dry NFS) .722 .467 .647 .283 .364 
5 and6 
(sat. NFS) .442 .295 .667 .1fl5 .Z38 
The effect of buoyancy on effective stzesses in the saturated soil accounts very well for the 
observed differences in lateral soil pressure at pushing failure in the the dry and saturated systems. 
However, the presence of water appears tn reduoo pulling reSstance more than would be indicated by 
effective stress considerations alone. 
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5. t-z Diagnm:B 
For eadlloadi.ng path interval, the t-z diagrams corresponding to depths L /3, 2L /3, and 
L ere presented To avoid cluttering the plots, only the points making up the diagram corresponding to 
depth L are numbered. For eadl test interval, the coordinate axes span the same ranges of soil-pile 
shear stress and pile displac.ement as were used in the plots of t(z) and w(z) for this interval. 
The t-z diagrams have roughly the same shapes as the corresponding graphs of applied load 
versus p.I.e top displacement M aximmn soil-p.I.e shear stress magnitudes-both for sb:esses acting 
upward and downward on the p.I.e-~ with depth. refiecting ~in soil yield strength. On 
the other band. maxi.I:mm:1 displacement magnitudes decrease with depth because the lower parts of the 
pile are in some sense butrered from loads and displaceinents applied at the surlace. For the same rea-
son, conditions at ina'easing depth ina'ecWlgly lag applied load events. An eleample of this is provided 
by the t-z diagrams for intezval 1 of Test 3: At loading path station 8, the maximum value of shear 
stress acting downward on the pile has already been reached at deJXh L /3. At depth 2L 13 the stress 
level has moved about half way from its maxi.rrnlm. poative (upward on the pile) to its maxiimlm nega-
tive values. At the bottom of the p.I.e, z = L , the soil-pile shear stress remains, at station 8, near its 
maxirrn.nn positive value. 
Certain anomalous features are produced in the t-z diagnms by the t(z) inaccurad.es dis-
cussed in item 4, above. Odd loops are generated near the point of maximum positive shear stress in 
the z = L diagrams for all the loading path intervals of the tests on dry sand. These loops are not 
present in the t-z diagrams for the teS:.s on saturated sand because the soil-pile yield strength. ~(z) , is 
lower in these tests, and less ~ty exists for the maintenance of locked-in axial forces. 
The initial stifinesses at corresponding depths in the dry and saturated systems are similar, 
increc9ng approximately linearly with depth. However, while abrupt yielding at the soil-pile interface is 
observed in the saturated sand. in the dry sand the t-z sti.tfness falls off only gradually. In fact. at the 
highest values of pushing load applied to the piles in dry sand, the ¢e walls awear to retain significant 
additional strength 
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Figure 4.2c. Soil-pile shear stress. t(z)-Interval 1, Test 3 
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Figure 4.2f. Applied load vs. pile top displacement--Interval 2 , Test 3 
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Figure 4 .2h. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--Interval 2, Test 3 
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Figure 4 .2i. Pile displacement, w(z)-Interval z. Test 3 
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Figure 4 .2j. t-z diagrams-Interval 2, Test 3 
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Figure 4 .3a. Applied load vs. pile top displacement-Interval 1. Test 4 
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Figure 4.3b. Pile axial force, f(z)-Interval 1. Test 4 
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Figure 4 .3c. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--lntervall, Test 4 
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Figure 4.3d. Pile displacement, w(z)-Interval 1, Test 4 
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Figure 4 .3e. t-z diagrams-Interval 1, Test 4 
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Figure 4.3f. Applied load vs . pUe top displacement--lnterval2. Test 4 
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Figure 4.3g. Pile axial force, f(z)-Interval 2. Test 4 
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Figure 4.3h. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--Interval 2, Test 4 
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Figure 4 .3j. t-z diagrams-Interval 2, Test 4 
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Figure 4 .4a. Applied load vs . pile top displacement--Interval! , Test 5 
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Figure 4.4b. Pile axial force, f(z)-lnterval 1. Test 5 
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Figure 4.4c. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--Interval 1 . Test 5 
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Figure 4 .4d. Pile displacement. w(z)-lnterval 1. Test 5 
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Figure 4 .4e. t-z diagrams-Interval 1. Test 5 
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Figure 4 .4f. Applied load vs. pile top displacement-Interval 2, Test 5 
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Figure 4 .4g. Pile axial force, f(z)--lnterval 2, Test 5 
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Figure 4 .4h. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--Interval 2, Test 5 
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Figure 4.4i. Pile displacement, w(z)--Interval 2. Test 5 
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Figure 4 .4j. t-z diagrams-Interval 2, Test 5 
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Figure 4 .5a. Applied load vs. pile top displacement-Intervall. Test 6 
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Figure 4 .5b. Pile axial force, f(z)-Interval 1. Test 6 
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Figure 4 .5c. Soil-pile shear stress, t(z)--Interval 1. Test 6 
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Figure 4.5d. Pile displacement. w(z)-lnterval 1, Test 6 
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Figure 4.5e. t-z diagrams-Interval 1. Test 6 
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Figure 4.5f. Applied load vs. pile top displacement-lnterval2, Test 6 
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Figure 4 .5g. Pile axial force, f(z)--Interval 2, Test 6 
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Figure 4.5h. Soil-pile shear stress. t(z)--Interval 2. Test 6 
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Figure 4.5i. Pile displacement, w(z)--Interval 2, Test 6 
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CHAPrER5 
COMPARISON OFJIATCHING CENTRinJGE JIODEL AND HELD PILE TESTS 
The behavior of the prototype s:>il-pile systems associ.ated with centrifuge mxiel tests 5 and 
6 will be compared with that of s:>me partirular, 9.milar full-scale systems. The loading tests in the field 
on which this comparism is based were c:mrted out in 1963 ~ part of an extensive program of pile driv-
ing and loa:iing tests related to the design and construction of lodai and dams for the Arlmnsas River 
Navigation Project of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Reports on the tests are due to C. I. Mansur, 
A. H. Hunter, and M. T. Davi..!a>n [25,35]. Subsequently in the present thesis. these tests will be 
referred to as the "Arlmnsas River pile tests" (ARPI"s). 
5.1. Charadaistiar d. tbe Cmtrifuge 11 odel and Full-Sade Systam 
Centruuge m:>del tests 5 and 6 were planned s:> that their as9:>d.ated prototype soil-¢e sys-
tems resembled certain of the systems tested in the ARPT's as closely~ possible. A variety of piles 
had been tested in the ARPT JrOgram. including timber ¢es, !t.eel H-¢es, 1:?r, 1~. and 20-inch-
diaJ:I~eter steel pipe piles. and 16- and 20-inch-square prestzessed cona-ete piles. They ranged in deifu 
of embedment from 40 to 55 feet The specific ARPT's to be ~ulated were dlosen by comparing the 
sets of parameters (a) aoss-sed:ional shape and dimensions, (b) axial stiffness. and (c) depth of 
embedment of the various ARPT piles with the combinations of these parametenl which could con-
veniently be generated~ centruuge test prototypes. A good match in the pal'almte:m (a) , (b), and (c) 
was found to exist for full-scale test:s on 16-inch-diameter steel pipe piles and centruuge model tests in 
which the prototype-model scaling factor is 33.0 (see Table 5.1, below), and these tests were chosen as 
the basis for the present comparison Other rea9:>nS for this choice were t:ha: tests within the ARPT 
program involving 16-inch-diameter steel pipe piles were relatively numerous, and these piles were well 
instrumented. 
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The central elements in the comparison of the A RPr and centrifuge model test results are 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2. These are the primary plotted results of load tests on a 16-i.nch-diamet.er steel pipe 
pile driven using a vibratory hammer, on which corresponding results of Test 6 have been superi.m-
posed. The full-a.e pie w~ referred to as ''Test Pile 10" in the ARPr report [35]. Two load tests, 
separated by a period of several days, were perfomEd on this pile. The associated loc:ding sequences 
were the following: 
1. pwDing to failure ind unloading, 
and 
2. pulling to failure and unloading. 
The centrifuge model system was subjected to both of the loading sequences 1 and 2 in intelval. 1 of 
Test 6. The behavior of the full-&mle and model soil-pile systems under pushing loading is oompared 
in Figure 5.1 and their behavior under pulling loading in Figure 5.2. 
In the oourse of the oomplete ARPr program. s:>me 16-indl-diameter pipe piles were driven 
with a double-acting st.em1. hammer and others emplaced using a vibratory hammer. The hammer used 
for installation w~ found to have no appreciable etfect on subsequent pile behavior tmder load, so that 
the behavior of Test Pile 10 is representative of that of all the 16-i.nch-diamet.er Jipe piles tested. 5Uni-
larly, the results of centrifuge In)del test 6 differ little from those for Test 5, though the pulling-to-
failure phase in interval 1 of Test 6 is more fully developed than this~ of Test 5. However, the 
results of the spedtlc 16-i.nch-diamet.er pipe ARPf and centzifuge model tests which are oompared 
directly in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 resemble one another at least as closely as those of any other pair of 
these matched full-scale and model soil-pile systems. 
The matching of the charaderistia:; of the prototype piles associated with Tests 5 and 6 to 
those of the 16-i.nch-diameter steel Jipe ARPI' pies hac; been desaibed. Pile d:laracteristia:; for the 
specific soil-pile systems compared in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are tabulated below. 
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TABLE 5.1. Ptqatim d. ARPr Test Pile 10 and the Cmtrifuge Test 8 Pile. Scaled to Prototype 
DiiDfJ'JSiODS 
Cmtrifuge Tmt 8 
Pile Pl•ldty TmtPile10 
Diameter, D (inches) 17.3, 20.0• 
Axial &iffness. EA (kips) 692,000 
Depth of embedment, L (feet) 53.1 
"These two values represent the effective diameters ofT~ Pile 10 for 
purposes of computing pile cross-sectional area end c:i.rcu:mterence, 
respectively. The cross-section of Test Pile 10 was not circular 
because steel channel was welded along the l~angth of the original 
16-i.ndl o.d pipe to house instrumentation. 
Prototype 
17.3 
506,000 
54.9 
The soil m.a.ss ci: the site of the Arimnsas River Pile Tets was composed of madi.um. to fine 
sand Nevada Fine Sand was used in the amtrifuge teS:s. The grain-size dimi.butions of the A RPr soil 
and NFS are shown together in Figure 5.3. In the ARPr's, the groundwater table lay 2 or 3 feet below 
ground surface. The water level in the model soil IIJa'3SeS of oontrifuge tests 5 and 6, whim was 
approximately at the soil surface, con-esponds dosely to this. Other significant attrtbutes of the full-
~e and model soil masses are tabulated below. 
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TABLE 5.2. Ptqati.es cl Full-Smle aod Cmbifuge II cxii Sd1s 
Sdl Pt•l(dty ARPr llodl!I.Tads5aod8 
Submerged unit weight (pd) 63 64 
Angle of internal friction, rp ( 0 ) 32 33 
Both the ARPI' soil and NFS are es:~entially cohesionless. 
The coefficient of friction between the pile material (steel) and the site soil for the ARPI''s 
was 0.466. The corresponding friction coeffi.cient for Tests 5 and 6 was 0.555 ( G LPI' on NFS) . 
5.2. Ccmpariscn cl Plotted Results 
5.2.1. Pushing Tests (Figure 5.1) 
5.2.1.1. 'Pile II cw&ldlt w. Load' Graphs (Figure 5.la) 
(Note: Graph captions from the ARPI' report [35], as well as coordinate axis labels, have 
been retained) 
CUIVes showing (a) pile top displacement. c511[=w(O)], versus applied locd. Fca[=/(0)], and 
(b) pile bottom displacement. w( L), versus applied load are given. The values of w( 0), w( L), and 
f(O) for the centrifuge model system are those of stations 1 through 11 in interval 1 of Test 6 (see 
Figures 4.5a and 4.5d) . The pushing failure load levels for the full-scale and model systems are &milar. 
However, the compliance of the model system is considerably (three to five times) greater than that of 
full-scale system in the early stages of both loading and unloading. 
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5.2.1.2. ''LCllld Distriblticn in Pile' Grapbs (Ftgure 5.1b) 
Pile axial force, /(z), in ARPT Test Pile 10 was plotted at three stages in the cou:rse of load 
i.na'ea9e. [The /( z) curves are based on axial strain rmasurements using both stntn rods and electrical 
resistance strain gauges. The locations of gauge points along the pile are indiatt.ed in the drawing to the 
left of Figure 5.1b.] Curves of f(z) from the oorresponding phase of centri!uge test 6 are superim-
posed. those associated with loading path stations 3, 4, 5, and 6 (see Figure 4.5b). Curves 
f(z,-rJ and /(z,-r6) exhibit higher values of /(0) than any of the full-scale cmves only because f(z) 
cmves for the highest values of load applied to Test Pile 10 were not presented in the ARPT report. 
Note that /(z) cmves ~ci.ated. with the centzifuge model tests have consistently different 
shapes from the ARPT cmves. The slopes of the centrifuge test curves, df(z)/dz, which are propor-
• 
tiona!. to the !!Dil-IiJ.e mear stress, t(z) (see equation 2.8), are zero at the !!Dil surface and ina'ease in 
magnitude with depth The t(z) magnitudes C9;oci.ated. with the ARPT cmves, on the other hand, are 
maximmn at the !!Dil surface and dea-ease in magnitude with depth. This disparity in the shapes of the 
/(z) curves apparently represents a fall.t in the ARPT results. First, in the phac3e of loading to which 
these cmves correspond. particularly the curves a$OCi.ated. with the highest values of applied load, 
/(0), increasing strength and stiffness of the !!Dil with depth should be reflected in i.na'easing !!Dil-pile 
shear stress magnitudes. Second, because the soils of the ARPT and centrifuge model tests are oohe-
si.onless, t( z) IrD.I& be essentially zero at the soil surface. The probable source of these errors in the 
ARPT's is discussed below, in section 5.2.3. 
5.2.1.3. ''Gram Load vs. Tip and 1r all Load' Gnqils (Figure 5.1c) 
Over the ex>urse of loading to failure, the proportions of the total applied. load resisted by 
(a) soil-pile shear stresses acting along the sides of the pile and (b) normal stresses acting on the pile 
base are indicated. for both the full- scale and centrifuge model systems. The tip load values for the 
centrifuge test are those of f(L) at stations 1 through 6 in Test 6, intetval 1 (see Figure 4.5b) . the 
measured tip:wall load ratios were signi.tlcantly higher in the centrifuge test than in the full-scale test 
The tip loads were greater and the wall loads mtaller in the centrifuge test 
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5.2.2. Pulling Taa (:Hgtre 5.2) 
5.2.2.1. ''Pile 11 CM:i1til1 vs. Lead' Gmphs (:Hgtre 5.2a} 
Just as for the pushing tests, both the di.splarements at the top and bottom of ARPI' Test 
Pile 10 are plotted 1B. awlled load However, only a plot of top ~t versus applied load was 
made for the centruuge test prototype system. Because the levels of pile axial force assodated with 
pulling loading of the es1truuge model system were very low, total pile extension was relatively small 
and plots of Jile bottom displocement and pile top di.splaoement 1B. apriied load would have been virtu-
ally coincident on Figure 5.2a The values of 011 and ~ for the centrifuge m:>del test curve derive from 
those of Test 6, interval 1, stations 11 through 17 (see Figure 4.5a) . However, the displocement at sta-
tion 11 bas been taken as a reference zero, in order that the d!sPlocement be zero at the beginning of 
pulling, as for the full-scele data Pulling loads and upward pile movements are taken as positive in 
Figure 5.2a The level of pulling load at which failure is reached is m.udl lower for the centruuge 
model than for the full-scale system As under FAJShing loading, the compliance of the m:>del system is 
si.gnificantly greater than that of the full-scale system in the early stages of both loading and unloading. 
5.2.2.2. 'LoadDismbiiianinPile' Graphs (Flgure5.2b) 
The graph from the AR.PI' report.[35] gives Jile axial force curves COITesponding to three 
stages in the course of ina-ease in pulling load on Test Pile 10. Curves of f(z) at four points of pro-
gressive ina-ease in pulling load on the centrtfuge model~ loading path stations 12, 13, 14, and 
15 (see Figure 4.5b), are superimposed Co~ve forces in the bottom third of the model pleat 
!ta!ion 12 are due to residual. ooil-pile shear &resses. This retlec:ts the fact that the centruuge model 
system was subjected to pushing loading iiniiB:li.ately }.rior to the p.illing. As in the pushing test 
results, the slopes of the two f(z) curves corresponding to the largest values of load applied to Test 
Pile 10 erroneously indicate a decrease in soil-pile shear stress magnitudes with depth. in contrast to the 
model system curves. Another si.gnitlcant fault of the ARPI' results is that large pulling forces are 
shown as ad:ing on the base of the pile. There is no known physical phenomenon which could account 
for such forces. This error is discussed in section 5.2.3, below. 
Pushing load (tons) 
Pulling load (tons) 
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ARPT CEilbifuge 11 cxt:i Test 6 
122 65 
70 15 
The wall loads measured at failure in both pushing and pulling in the full-scale and centri-
fuge model tests are tabulated below. Here it is assumed that the tip load is negligible at pulling failure. 
W all leeds are significantly lower in the cent:riluge model system than the full-scale system In both 
systems. wallloeds at failure in pushing are much greeter than at failure in pulling. 5.2.3. Dismssicn 
c:l the Plotted Results 
Some of the di.s3imilari.ties in the mearured behavior of ARPI' Test Pile 10 and the proto-
type pie associated with the centruugal model soil-pile system of Tef>t 6 are attributable to obvious 
errors in the ARPI' results. Examples have already been cliscussed in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. above--
the dis&milar shapes of the pile axial fon::e [/(z)] curves from the two tests and the significant pulling 
fon::es indicated as acting on the ~e of Test Pile 10 during pulling. These errors in the representations 
of /(z) in the ARPI' report [35] appear to result primarily from the neglect of residual driving stresses 
present in the soil-pile system at the beginning of load testing. In oonstruding the /(z) ClllVes for 
both the ~ and pulling tests of that report, it was assumed that the axial force throughout the pile 
was initially zero. This oourse was adopted because it was imposnble to determine with certainty the 
initial distrtbution of axial forces due to driving and other prior loading. However, a system of adjuS:.-
ments for the residual stresses was IrOposed in an appendix to the ARPI' report. Though these adjust-
ments leave the slopes of the /(z) curves, which mistakenly indicate decreasing soil shearing strength 
with depth, unchanged, they eliminate tensile forces crli.ng on the ~e of Test Pile 10 at pulling 
failure. The adjustments also bring the ratio of tip to wall load under pushing loading into better agree-
ment with the centrifuge model test results. The ratio tip:total looo at pushing failure measured in the 
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model test was 0.65. In the matching ARPI' test. this ratio was 0.3 before adjustments for initial drtv-
i.ng stzesses and 0.5 afterward (See Appendix D of reference [35].) 
Identifiable ditferences between the ARPI' field soil-pile system and the centrifuge model 
system also contribute to ditferences in their behavior, as it is refiected in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. A ~ 
tial. explanation for the disparity in tip:total. load ratio at pushing failure which remains after adJustiD:!nt 
for residual driving stzesses is that the accelerations applied to the centrttuge zmdel soil mass increase 
with depth. They are not oonstant aver the zmdel system. as was 8SSI.liiEd in calrulating prototype 
behavior from the me~ behavior of the model. The efied:. of the i.ncrease in centlifugal. accelera-
tion with depth is to accentuate the ina'ease in soil strength and stitfness with depth which would other-
wise exist, oontrtbuti.ng to diSirQportionat.ely great pile tip resist:aru:E. Another difference between the 
tleld and zmdel systems which may oontzibute to excessive model Iile tip loads is the limited depth of 
the centrttuge bucket The bottom of the bud<et zep:esents a rigid boundary of the soil mass approxi-
mately 2.4 inches (5 pile diameters) below the bac:!e of the model pile (see Figure 2.3) . 
Only two significant dispartties between the measured behavior of the field and model sys-
tems remain unexplaned. the excessi.ve comp.iance of the pie top in the m:xiel system (see sections 
5.2.1. 1 and 5.2.2.1, above), and the relatively small loads borne by the pile walls in that symem The 
first of these disparities can be explained in terms of the seoond. ~ follows: Loads acting on the pile 
tips during ~ loading (see Figure 5.1c) are oompared with tip displacanents (Figure 5.1a) in 
Figure 5.4, below. It is seen that. considered~ an isolated mechanical system. the base of the centrt-
fuge model pile w~ stiffer than the field pile base. (Though the displacement of the model pile base 
oozresponding to a given applied load w~ greater than that of the tleld pile, so w~ the tip load) The 
excessive oompliance of the model pile top was due to two factors: First. a relatively great proportion 
of the applied load was transmitted to the pile base, resulting in large tip displacements. Second. the 
relatively high axial forces ading throughout the pile length produced relatively great elastic shortening 
of the pile. The latter efiect w~ ~ed by the rirrumsl:ance that. the stiffness of the prototype pile 
in the model system ( 506,000 kips) was somewhat less than that of the full-scale pile ( 692,000 kips) . 
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The most fundamental disparity between the behavior of the centrifuge model s:>il-ple sys-
tem and that of the field system is in the loads sustained by the walls of the two piles. Slgnifimnt 
differences in wall loads measured at failure in both pushing and pulling were indicated in Table 5.3, 
above. Some uncertainty is associated with the value of the wall load on ARPI' Test Pile 10 at pushing 
failure. because of the questionable aa::uracy of the ARPI' load distribution (J(z)] curves, but the wall 
loads in the two systems at pulling failure retlect direct measurements of applied load The bearing 
capadty under pulling exhibited by the centzifuge model system is between one-fifth and one- quarter 
that of the field system One possible explanation for this disparity is si.gnitlamt edge effects in the cen-
trifuge model due to the proximity to the pile of the rentrifuge bucket walls. In a ball-space composed 
of sand of unit weight-y, the nonnal stress on horizontal planes, u ~increases with depth. z, ar:x:ording 
to u * = -yz. However, u *will ina'ea'!!le less rapidly with depth in a colurrm. of sand contained in a long 
vertiCBI. pipe, because of the vertical forres given to the sand by the walls of the pipe. Smilarly, sup-
port provided to the s:>il by the bucket walls may Jrevent development of the full lateral soil pressures 
on the walls of the pile which are present in the field system (The dimensions of model pile B relative 
to those of the rentrifuge bucket are mown in Figure 2. 3.) A nether factor which may contribute to the 
wall loads disparity is the differenre in the methods of i.nstalling the rentrifuge model and field piles. 
The driving of Test Pile 10 in the field involved the displacement of soil material by the pile, aax>m-
panied by compaction of the soil adjacent to the pile and the development of increased lateral stresses 
at the soil-pile interfaal. The latter effects increased the capacity of the soil Ina$ to exert shearing 
resist:.anre against the walls of the pile. No corresponding, strengthening processes ocx::urred in the cen-
trifuge model, where the pile was emplaced by packing soil aronnd it at 1-g conditions. 
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CHAPrER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:U:JIENDA TIONS 
The coJJJp8l'is)n of plotted results in section 5.2 indicates significant quantitctive discrepan-
cies between the behavior of the prototype systems ass:>ciat.ed with centrifuge tests 5 and 6, and vezy 
similar, full-scale systems in the field. M ore generally, it indicates that the behavior of the prototype 
systems ass:>ciat.ed with all of the centrifuge tests. 1-6, may ditfer significantly from the performance of 
identical tl.eld systems. The print:ipal. discrepancies between the centrifuge ID)del and field systems are 
the following: 
1. The model system shows greater }:ile top compliance than the field system in the early 
stages of loading and unloading. 
2. At bearing capacity failure under pushing loading, the base of the pile sustains 
3gDi1lcantly greater force in the m:>del system that:i in the field system 
3. At bearing capad.ty failure tmder both p.tSbing and pulling, the pile walls sustain 
9gnitlcantiy 1~ force in the model system than in the field system These discrepandes must be taken 
into account in using the centrifuge test results presented here for predicting field soil-pile system 
behavior. 
In view of the modeling inaa::urades discovered in the Chapter 5 comparison. it cannot be 
cssumed that in the tests using Nevada Fine Sand. full-~e pile behavior in ideal, homogeneous sand 
deposits is shown diredly. However, since the same m:>deling procedure was awlied in Tests 3 and 4 
involving dzy NFS and in Tests 5 and 6 using saturated NFS, similar, parallel deviations from full- scale 
soil-pie system behavior may be expected in both of these pairs of tests. Thus. the relationship 
between the system behavior observed in these pairs of m:>del tests indicates the effect of groundwater 
on the behavior of the corresponding full-~e piles embedded in deposits of ideal, homogeneous sand 
Primazy observations concerning the effects of the presence of water on the behavior of ~foot piles in 
sand are the following: 
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1. The presence of water will cause a signiftamt redud:ion in total bearing mpad.ty in both 
pmiling and pulling. Under pushing loading, this reduction will be given. approximately, by the ratio of 
the buoyant and dry tmit weights of the send The reduction in mpacity under pulling loading appears 
to be SOIIEWhat greater. 
2. Initial system stit!ness appecrs to be unaffected by the presence of water. Dry and 
saturated systems show similar ~ until awJ.ied load apJrOaches bearing capacity of the latter sys-
tem Loaded beyond this point, the pile in satumted sand fails abruptly, while the pile in dry sand 
shows further bearing strength. but with dea'eased stiffness. (Note: The m statement is based pri-
marily on observations of t-z sti1tness at the pile walls. It is not neu:ssarily valid for systems deriving a 
large proportion of their bearing !:.irength from tip bearirlg.) 
The following modificalions in the procedures and apparabJs used in Test's 1-6 are indicated. 
for increasing the m:>deling accuracy of future centrifugal modeling studies on piles in axial loading: 
1. Reduce the length of the model ple in relation to its distance from the centrifuge center-
of-rotation This will reduce the variation with depth in the centrifugal ~lerations applied to the soil 
nms, and the disproportion in the loads canied by the pie tip and walls. 
2. Reduce the diameter of the model pile in relation to the diameter of the centrifuge 
bucket In this way, vertical support given to the soil by the b\ld.{et walls, an edge effect whim is 
thought to limit the lateral soil pressures against the walls of the model pile (see section 5.2.3), will be 
reduced, and wall loads ina'eased. 
3. Devise techniques for driving the model pile into the soil while the centrifuge is in 
motion. The strengthening of the soil due to driving which oreurs during field installation will then be 
simulated. and the wall loads increased. 
In view of the difficulty of implementing the third of these measures, it is advisable to begin 
by determining the etred:s of measures 1 and 2. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SUllliARY OF A COIIPUTER PROGRAM FOR AUTOIIATING THE TJ:n" DATA ANALYSIS 
The t;rimary product of the analysis discussed in sections 2.6.1-2.6.5, above, is a set of plots 
which desaibe the mechanical behavior of a IrOtotype soil-pile system in a given loading path interval. 
These plots ind.ude 
1. appied load F.a = f( 0) venrus p.I.e top cti.spacement w( 0), 
2. pile axial fo!:'O! /( z), 
3. soil-Ji].e shear stress t(z), 
4 . pile displaoementw(z) , and 
5. t-z diagrams corresponding to three depths along the pile. 
The cala.ll.ati.ons and plotting for the cnal.ysis of the six tests were performed using the IBM /370 com-
puter and other fad.lities of the Booth Computing Center at Caltech. Prominent features of a FOR-
TRAN program wrttten to control these operations are now desaibed: 
(Note: The following desaiption is~ on a particular form of the program A limng of 
this program forms Appendix 2. Line numbers in this desaiption refer to those of this listing.) 
1. The following data are input ( ll. 0007-0026) 
a Readings from the seven gauges with which the rmdel pile is i.nmumented--the load rell, ~ 
ments transducer, and five strain ga.Jges of model pile A -at succesS.ve stations r. along the loading 
path. including the stations which form the basis for t-z interpretation in selected loading path inter-
vals. (For most of the tests, these would be readings digitized from the strip chart recorder record 
The digitizing system produced pundled cards. and the data in this form could be input directly into 
the computing system) 
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b. The IlliiDber of separate loading path intervals to be analyzed. and the loamon of the data for these 
intervals within the entire body of input data 
c. Gauge zero values for the seven gauges. 
d Gauge ailibration factors for the seven gauges. 
e. The prototype pile stiffness, EA . 
f. The di.st:.ance from the top of the model pile tube to the !iDU surface. 
g. Proto~model sailing factors. 
h. Locations of strain gauges along the prototype pile. 
2. Gauge zeros are subtracted from all gauge readings. (ll. 0027-oo34) 
3. Multipliers are oomputed which give prototype pile fon:es and displac:en ents from the gauge reed-
ings. ( lL 003&-0048) These nrultipliers are oomposed of transducer calibration factors, digitizer sa:ll.e 
factors. and proto~model scaling factors. 
4. The values of depth, z, at which the functions /(z), t(z), and w(z) will be evalu.al:ed for plotting 
are oomputed. (ll 0049-0063) One hlmdred has been found to be a satisfactory number of values. 
5. Procedures a-g below are canied out for the first of the selected loading path intervals: 
a The stations in the loading path interval for which /(z), t(z), and w(z) fundions are to be gen-
erated and on which the t-z diagrams will be based. are identified (ll. 0069-0074) 
b. The loading stations of a, above, at which /(z), t(z), and w(z) are to be plotted are specified (ll. 
0075-0078) 
c. The de{Xb.s. ~. are specified at wbidl the t-z plots are to be made. (ll. 0079-0082) 
d For each of the selected s:.ations of a: 
i. Apply the multipliers oornputed in 3, above, to the seven station gauge readings. (ll. 0101-
0107) 
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ii. From the resulting prototype pile force data. generate the coefficients of the polynomial. 
u&ng least~ fitting. (11. 0111-0113) 
iii. Compute /(z) and t(z) from their polynomial formulas, equations (2.11) and (2.10) , ct. the 
100 values of z found in item 4, above. (11. 0114-0119) 
iv. Compute w(z) at the same z values by numeritm integration (using Simpson's Rule). (11. 
0125-0133) (The 100 values of z at which/( z) hac3 been evaluated for p.uposes of plotting 
form a sufficiently fine mesh for the integration also.) 
e. Plotf(z) , t(z) , and w(z) versus depth z for the stations spedtled in b. (11. 0155-0179) 
f . Plot t-z diagrams. (11. 0180-0198) For the z specified in a. above, plot and join by line segments 
points [w(:li),t(2()] at the successive inteivalloading path stations. 
g. Plot applied load versus pile top displacement (11. 0199-0211) 
Repeat procedures 5.a-5.g, above, for the other test loading path intetvals. 
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APPENDIX 2. DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM LISTING 
·--·-- ·- -------·------ · -----· FORTRAN lV ~ LEVEL 20.1 VS MAIN OATE • 6/Zl/10 14:31134 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0001 
0008 
Dt~ENSION DOCI1JoWDI6,500li,W115001JoZI1J,SGLOCI6J,tOTSETI25J 
-· -·· _ - · DIMENSION WDPlT( 102,251 oWPL T ( 102 o25J oZSPINI 1021 0 WOSPINI 1021 
c 
DIMENSION W!lSK( 7) ,OER C lOZ J t WOOPl TC 102 1 25) tCOEFI 11 J 1 D4TDP ( 6) ···- ---- - · 
DIMENSION IWPLOTI15J,tTZDEPilOJ,ZPLOTI25,10J,TPLDTI25,10J 
DIMENSION SURFF1100I,SURFDI1001,STATNSI25J,G1FI25J 
DIMENSION NUM1(5J,NUM2(5J,DPLI5001JoWDATPTI6,Z5J 
COMMON /COMSPL/IWANT,DER 
DATA DATDP/334.4,606.3,1018.8o1603.1oZ181.5oZ100.0/ 
DATA EN,ENSQ/100.,10000./ -
C READ IN TITLE, 8 CHARACTERS, COL 1-8 
C READ IN LOAD SCALE, COL 21-30 
C READ IN DISPLACEMENT SCALE, COL 31-~0 
C READ IN DISTANCE FROM TOP OF PILE TO SOIL SURFACE, COL 41-50 
C READ IN NUMBER OF DATA POINTS, COL 51-55 
C READ IN FlAG FOR PLOTTING, COL 60: 0 FOR PLOT, NONZERO Fa• NO PLOT 
--------~C~READ IN NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE GENERATED FOR PLOTTING AND 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION, COL 61-65 
REAOC5,10IOOC,ALSCAL,DISSCL,PROJ,NP,NPlOT,M 0009 
00 10 
0011 
0012 
0013 
OOH 
0015 
0016 
10 FORMATC3A4,8X,3F10.6,315J 
WRITE!6olliOOC,ALSCAL,OISSCL,PROJ,HP,NPLOT,M 
1i FORMATC1Xr3A4t8Xt3Fl0.6o315J 
C READ IN SCALES FOR FORCES AT STRAIN GAUGES, COL 1-10, ••• ,41-50 
C ~EAD IN PILE TIP LOAD RATtO, COL 51-60 
C READ IN PILE STIFFNESS, COL 61-11 
READC5,201SG1SCL,SG2SCL,SG3SCL,SG4SCL,SG5SCL,ALPHA,EA 
20 FORMATC6F10.3,El1.4J 
WRITE!6,21JSG1SCL,SG2SCL,SG3SCL,SG4SCL,SG5SCL,ALPHA,EA 
21 FORMATI1X,6F10.3,E11.4l 
C READ IN DIGITIZED TEST DATA 
C NEED TO READ 'LL DATA HERE? INTRODUCE IDTSETCJ HERE? 
C REAOC5r30lAlZE~O,ALARB,OISZRO,OISARB,SGlZRO,SG1ARB; -
C ,SG2ZRO,SG2ARB,SG3ZRO,SG3A~B,SG4ZRO,SG4ARB,SG5ZRD 0 SG5AR8 
· · · -- ·- -·c - , c woe 1, I J, w1 r 1 J, woe 2, t J , wo c 1, t J , wo c 4, t J ,woe 5, I J , war 6, t LJ -, -~--1-.-N-P..,..J ---
c 30 FORMATC5!8X,F8.0l) 
C --J•O - -- -
C WRITEI6,40JJ,ALZERO,ALAR8,0ISZRD,OtSAR8,SG1ZRO,SGlAR8, 
C ,SG2ZRO,J, SG2ARB, SG3ZRO,SG3ARB,SG4ZRO, SG4ARB, SG5ZRO,SG5U8-, - - · 
--- · _, ___ c __ , r t ,wor 1, t 1 ,wt 111, wor2 .r J, won, tl ,woc~o, t, ,woes, t hW.oc~ _,!J, I•1.Lf!.P_J _ _ 
CC READ IN GAUGE SIGNAL ZERO VOLTAGES 
C REA~C5,251SGlZRO,SG2ZRD,SG3ZRO,SG4ZROpSG5ZRO,ALZERO,OtSZ~R~O~------
---- - ---C- - 25- FORM4TC71!11.41 . -- - -
C WRITEI6 o261SG1ZRO,SG2ZRO,SG3ZRO,SG4ZRO,SG5ZRO,ALZERO,OISZRO 
C 26 FORMATI1Ell.41 . ------ -- -
------------- CC READ IN l/0 CONVERTER GAUGE SIGNAL VOLTAGES 
t - ·- REAor8,30Jrwor2,If.wou,u,wor~t.u,wocs;l,-;-woC6,tl,wDct.u, 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
C ,W11tl,t•1oNPI 
C 30 FORMATI8X,7E12.51 
c. WRITE 16,401 c NP,woc 2,11 ,woe 3, IJ, wOC4, tJ, woes, IJ, woe 6, I.J ,woe 1 , _IJ ,__ 
C , Wll II , I •1, 5I 
C 40 FOR~ATC!1X,I4,7!2X,F8.0111 ---~t-READ. IN FORCE GAUGE SIGNAL ZERO DIG1TlZER VAL-UE'"S:--------------
RF.A!)I 5, 25 I ALZERO,SGlZRO, SG2ZROoSG3ZRO.SG4ZRO, SG5ZRO, OISZRO __ _ 
25 FORMAT17E11 •• J 
W~ITEC6,26tALZERO,SG1ZRO,SG2ZRO,SG3ZRO,SG4ZRO.SG5ZRO,OISZRO ____ _ 
26 FOR"lTI7E11.4t 
--------- C _ R~4_Q. .1~. DISPt.ACEMI;NTS __ UKEN_f~O .. _ X~Y. RECORDER RECORD·- ------------------
···--- - ·· --------- --·-- ·-- ·· - - ·- ... -------------
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0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
OOJq 
-0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
ltEAD I 5, 35 I I W U I I, l•lt NP ,- -
35 FORMATI514X,F6.31J 
C READ IN DIGITIZED FORCE GAUGE SIGNAL VALUES 
REAOC5,30J(WDI1tlltWDC2tlltWDC3tllt~0(4,1J,WDC5,1l tWDC6,11, 
tl•l,NPI 
3D FOR~ATC6C2X,F8.0JI 
WRITEC6,401Ct,WDC1,1J,WOC2olleWDC3 0 I),WDC40 IJ,WOC51 t),WDC6oiJ, 
_ - - --- -- ,Wl( lltl•l,NP) 
40 FORI4ATCC1Xel4 0 7(1X,F9.31JJ 
C REDUCE GAUGE SIGNAL VALUES SY GAUGE SIGNAL ZEROS 
DO 50 I•l,NP 
WDC2oii•WDC2,11-SG1ZRO 
WOC3oll•WDC3,11-SG2ZRO 
WDI4oii • WDI4oii-SG3ZRO 
WDC5oii•WDC5oii-SG4ZRO 
W0(6,1l•WDI6,1J-SG5ZRO 
WDCloii•WDC1oii-ALZERO 
c 
c 
- ·· -· c 
50 W1fii•WlCII-OISZRO _ 
WRITEI6o5111NPoWOC2elleWDf3tlltWDC4elltWDC5,ti,WDC6tii,WDil,IJ, 
_ ,WlC I I tl•lo51 . . . _._ --------- - - __ . -- ---- -
51 FORMATCI1X,I4 0 7(2X,F8.0)JI 
WRITEf6o401CioWDilolloWOC2elloWOC3tiJ,WOC4elloWDI5olleWD(6,(1, 
eWlCIJel•1tNPI 
C 40 FORI4ATII1Xol4o711XoF9.3JJJ 
C ALSCAL• ALSCAL*ENSQ/IALARB-ALZEROJ 
C DISSCL•DJSSCL*EN/COISARB-OISZROJ 
C SGlSCL•SGlSCL*ENSQ/CSGl,RB-SGlZROJ 
C SG2SCL•SG2SCL*ENSQ/CSG2AR8-SG2ZROI 
C SG3SCL•SG3SCL*ENSO/CSG3AR8-SG3ZROJ 
C SG4SCL•SG4SCL*~NSQ/ISG4ARB-SG4ZROI 
C SG5SCL•SG5SCL•ENSQ/ISG5ARB-SG5ZROJ 
__ c - -- . - - -
C FIDDLE FACTORS 1 AND 2 lSSOCIATED WITH- NU~ERICAL FILTERING CSMOOTHINGJ 
C FIDDLE FACTORS 3, 4, AN~_5_RE~RESENT ~~/DU CFORCESJ AND V/X-Y-IN CDS~J 
---- FIODL1•1 ~ - --
F IDDL2• 1. 
FIODL3•0.6410 
_____ F __ IDDL4•0.12_82 ________ _ _ __ _ . _ - - ------ ___ . . 
FIDDL5•0.5 
____ CIRCU-"'•-J .n ! ,!3·1~!~9~100! J _ 
c 
_c ___ _ _ 
SG1SCL•SG1SCL•FIDDL2*ENSQ•FIDDL~ 
SG2SCL•SG2SCL*FIDDL2*ENSQ•FtOOL4 
SG3SCL•SG3SCL*FIOOL2*~NSQ•FtDOL4 
SG4SCL•SG4SCL*FIDDL2•ENSQ*FIDDL4 
SG5SCL•SG5SCL*FIODL2*ENSQ•FIDDL4 
ALSCAL• ALSCAL*FIDDL1*ENSO*flDDL3 
DISSCL•DI~SCL*FIQDL1*EN•FJDDL5 
• 
.. - --- ------------·----- - . 
C NU~llll•1237 -------C~-- NU"2111~182T-------------------------------------·--------
----- C_ NU141121•3133 
C NUI42121•3360 
c 
0049 ZC1J•O.O ----- --
-~Q59~ ___________ QQ_6Q_j~ l._t___ ____________________________ __ 
--·- --- - ·----·-------
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0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
006. 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
00?3 
007. 
0075 
0076 
0077 
0078 
c 
J•I+1 
60 ZCJJ•DATDPIIJ-PROJ 
DZSPIN-CZCTJ-ZilJI/IM-2;·,- - - · - -· · -- - - - --
HOVER3•DZSPIN/3./EA 
HOVER6•0ZSPIN/6./El 
ZSPINC ll•Zill 
IWANT•1 
M1•M-1 
M2•M-2 
DO 80 1•1,M2 
J•l+1 
80 ZSPINIJI•ZSPtNCII+DZSPIN 
ZSPI"'I141•.5•1ZSPtNI2J+ZSPINCLJI 
C ESTABLISH CAPABILITY FOR MULTIPLE SUB-PATHS 
READ( 5, 11DJ NPATH 
WRITE16,111JNPATH 
110 FORMAT I lit) 
111 FORMATI1X,IIt) 
DO 400 IPATH•1,NPATH · c - · -- . . ·- -- -- - ---·---- - --·-- ·- - ·-
c THE LOADING PATH STATIONS WHICH ARE TO BE SPLINE-FIT AND ON WHICH THE 
C T-Z PLOTS ARE TO BE BASEO ARE SPECIFIED. (NOTE: THESE TAKE ON VALUES 
C OF THE DIGITIZED DATA SET INDICES.) 
READI5,110JNDTSET -
WRITEI6,1111NDTSET 
READ I 5,12 0 J II DT SETli J, 1•1t"'DT SET j . . -
WRITEI6,121JIIOTSETIIJ,I•l,NOTSETI 
120 FORMATI2014J 
121 FORMAT11X,20I4J 
C OF THESE LOADING STATIONS, THE ONES AT WHICH w, W 1 ~ ANO. WII-·ARE TO ·ae __ _ 
___ C PLOTTED ARE SPEC IFI EO. ( "'OTE: THESE ARE IDTSETI J H~Ot~~$.!'·~~~------
--. IIEAD15,110JNWPLOT - . . . 
READI5,120JIIWPLOTIIItl•ltNWPLOTJ 
WftiTE(6,lll )NWPLOT . - - --
WRITEI6,121)11WPLOTIIt,I•1,NWPLOTt 
C THE DEPTHS AT WHICH THE T-Z PLOTS ARE TO BE MAOE . ARE SPECIFIED. 
C I"'OTE: ZSPIN I"'DICES.t OoT9 - - --- - READC5,110l"'TZOEP- ---- -----
0080 RFAOI5,120111TZDEPIIJ,t•lt"'TZOEPJ ------
0081 - -WRITEI6,1111NTZOEP . ·--- - -
0082 WRITE16,121111TZOEPitJ,I•ltNTZOEPJ 
C OETER14INE WHICH BOUNDARY CO"'OITIO"'S ARE TO BE USED FOR -THE - SPLINE -
------~C;--.;"' _READ I 5 ,J. 5.2 J IB~ Yl P ...tJ'~.:!:P::.__ _______________________ _ 
C 152 FORMATII5,2E11.1tl 
c 
CC SMOOTHING- BEGINS ---- - - - - - - - - -- ------- ------
C Nl•NUM1CIPATHJ 
C N2•NUM21IPATHJ 
C J1•Nl+4 . 
----c:---J2•N2-;.-·--------
c N•N2-N1+1 
- - - C - NN•J2-Jl+1 ______ ·-
C 00 610 1•2,6 ___ __ _ _ 
- C ·--- SUM•O. . - ------ ---
C _J~~L--------------------------------------
---- -- ----· -- - ----- - - - - - -- ------
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c 00 600 JJ•1t9 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUI~•SU14+WO(I,JJ ___ ... ---- __ _ __ _ __ . .. __ 
c 
c 
600 J•J+l 
ILEAD•J 
ILAG•Nl 
DO 620 J•Jl,J2 
OPLCJJ•SUM 
6/21/10 
____ c __ _ SU~•SU~+WOCI,ILEADJ-WDCI,ILAGI 
ILEAO•ILEA0+1 - - ---- -----
0083 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
-0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0098 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
620 ILAG•ILAG+1 
00 630 J•J1.J2 
630 WOCI,JJ•DPLCJJ 
610 CONTINUE 
COMMTl•O.O 
CC SUN•O. 
CC J•N1 
cc 00 640 JJ•1.9 
CC SUNwSUM+WlCJJ 
cc 640 J•J+1 
CC ILEAO•J 
--- --- -CC IllG•Ni - - - -- - - ---
CC DO 650 J•J1,J2 
CC OPLIJI•SUM 
---- - -- -- - ------ --
CC SUN•SUN+WlClLEAOJ-W1CILAGJ 
CC ILEAO•ILEA0+1 
CC 650 ILAG• ILAG+1 
cc 00 660 J•J1.J2 
CC 660 W1CJJ•OPLCJI 
CC SMOOTHING ENOS 
c 
WON IN • --1.0E30 
_ __ - - --- WNIN • 1.0E30 
W00141N• 1.0E30 
Z141N • 1.0E30 
TMII'<t • l.OE30 
SFFNII'<t• l.OE30 
SFOMIN• l.OE30 
WD!4lX •-l.OE30 
-- - - - --WMlX ~:..l.OE30 - - · - ------------ -- -- -- . - ·- . - ·---- . - · 
WOOI4AX•-l.OE30 
Z'4AX ·-·l.OE30 
TMAX •-1.0E30 
SFFNU•- 1.0E30 
SF!lNAX•-l.OE30 
DElTOP•PROJ/EA 
C ALL THE VALUES OF APPLIED FORCE AND TOP DISPLACEMENT IN THE 
C SUB- INTERVAL ARE COMPUTED, FOR MAKING L-D PLOTS 
C DO 680 I•Jl,J2 _ __ _ ___ ___ _ 
C WOI1,1J • WDI1tli•ALSCAL 
---~C--680 WlCIJ • W11IJ•DISSCL-WDCI,IJ•DELTOP 009ci . - . DO 100 J•1,NDTSET -- . -- ---
0100 I•IDTSETCJJ 
0101 ---WOSKI1J•WOC1~1J•AlSCAL ------- - -- ---
0102 ___ _ W1CtJ • W1CII•OISSCL-WOSKili*DELTOP 
0103 WOSKC21•WDC2tii*SG1SCL 
Q _ 104_ WOSK I ~J ·~Dq t.IJ.~ SG2 SC_L'-------------------
----- - --- -------- -- - - - -
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0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 
0109 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
011~ 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
0119 
WDSKC~I•WDC~tii•SG3SCL 
WDSKC 51•WOC 5, I I•SG~SCL -- --- -_ - ·- -·· .. 
WDSKC61•WOC6,IJ•SG5SCL 
WRITEC6t158JIWDSKCIIJ,II•1,61 
C NOW LOlD W~ATPT(I,JJ, FRO~ WHICH THE DATA POINTS WILL BE PLOTTED 
DO 150 K•1,6 
150 WDATPTCK,JJ•WOSKCKI 
COEFI1J•WOSKC1J 
COEFC2I•O.O ·- . ... -- ·- - - - ·- -------- ----------
C NOTE THAT HORNER'S SCHEME COULD BE USED TO ADYANTlGE BELOW 
C FOR 2ND DEGREE POLYNOMIAL FIT 
C CALL LSOUARC5,ZI21,WDSKI2t,2,COEF,21 
C COF32•2.0*COEFC31 
C DO 151 K•1tM 
C X•ZSPINCKJ 
C WDSPINIKI•COEFC11+X*CCOEFI2J+X*COEFC31J 
C 151 DERCKJ•COEF12J+X•COF32 
C FOR 3RD DEGREE POLYNOMilL FIT 
ClLL LSQUlR(5,ZC2J,WOSKI2),3,COEF,21 
COF32•2.0•COEFC3J 
COF~3•3.0*COEFI~I 
DO 151 K•1,N 
X•ZSPINCKJ 
-----·---------
·- - ----- ----
--·---·-----------
WOSPINCKI•COEFI11+X*CCOEFI21+X•ICOEFC31+X*COEFC~JI) 
151 DERCKJ•COEFC21+X•CCOF32+X*COF~3) - -· ·--- -
C FOR ~TH DEG~EE POLYNOMIAL FIT 
C CALL LSQUARI5,ZI21tWDSKC2J,~,COEF,2J · - · ·-
C COF32•2.D*COEFC3J 
C COF43•3.0*COEFC4J 
C COF54•4.0•COEFC5J 
C DO 151 K•l,N ··- - . -- - - - --
C X•ZSPINIKI 
C WDSPINCKI • COEFC1J+X•CCOEFC21+X•CCOEFC3J+uccoeFt41;X•COEFC5JJJJ 
C 151 DERCKI•COEF121+X•ICOF32+X*ICOF43+X*COF5411 
C FOR 5TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL FIT 
C CALL LSQUARC5,ZC21,WDSKC21,5,COEF,21 
- -- - -- ·- -------C COF32•2.0•COEF131 
C COF43•3.0*COEFC4J 
- - - -C--COF54•4.0 .• COEF15 I 
C COF65•5.0•COEF161 
---.. ·---- - ,---DO 151 K•l,'4 . - ---
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0121t 
C X•ZSPINCKI 
C WOSP INI K I •COEF Ill +X•I COEFI2i +X•ICOEF 13 J +X•I COEF 14 i'+x• 
C 1CCOEFI51+X•COEFI6IIIJJ 
---Cl51 DER I K J •COEF 12 I +X* ICOF32+X•lCOF43f.x•·ccoF54+X•COF65Yi1 
C WRITEI6tl5811COEFIIII,It•l,61 
158 FOR ... ATC6El5.6J . . - · - ----. 
C PILE FORCES PLACED INTO ARRAY FOR PLOTTING 
- -- DO 1 70 Kl•l, 1'4 - -· -
IFCWDMIN.GT.WDSPINCK111WDMIN•WDSPINCKll 
--------IF I WOMU.L T .WOSPINI K1 I JWONAX•WDSPINC Kll·- -----------------
170 WOPLTCK1,JJ•WDSPINIK11 
C-- NUMERICAL INTEGRATION USING SIMPSON'S RULE 
0125 ·----- __ . WPLTI1oJI•WlCII 
0126 IFCWMIN.GT.W1CIJJWMIN•W111J 
2lz.T, _ ______ tFC WMAX~I,._T • WlllJ J WMAX~Wl l,l ·'---------------------
---- --- -----------------
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0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
013<ft 
01~5 
0136 
0137 
0138 
0139 
01<ft0 
01•1 
0142 
0 l<ft3 
01<ft<ft 
Ol<ft5 
o1•6 
OH7 
01<ft8 
01•9 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
015<ft 
0155 
0156 
0157 
0158 
0159 
0160 
0161 
0162 
- 0163 
-016<ft 
0165 
0166 
0167 
0168 
0169 
0170 
0171 
0172 
0173 
0174 
0175 
0176 
0177 
0178 
WINC• HOVER6•CWOPLTC1,JJ•4.-wOPLTCM,JJ•WDPLTCZ,JlJ 
00 160 K•1ollll2 
WPLTCK•1,JJ•WPLTCK,JJ-WINC 
IFIWMIN.GT.WPLTCK•1oJIIWMIN•WPLTCK•ltJ1 
IFCWIIIIAX.LT.WPLTCK•loJIIWMAX•WPLTCK•loJJ 
160 WINC• HOVER3•CVDPLTCK,Jt•4.-wDPLTCK•1,JJ•WDPLTCK•2,JI1-WINC 
C SHEAR STRESSES PLACED INTO ARRAY FOR PLOTTING 
____ - - - - _ DO 180 K•1,1111 
WOOPLTCK,JI•OERIKI•CIRCUM 
IFCWDOMIN.GT.WOOPLTCK,JJIWDD~IN•WOOPLTCK,J1 
IFCWDOMAX.LT.WDOPLTCK,JJIWOOMAX•WOOPLTCK,Jt 
180 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE : 
C OUTPUT--NUMBERS AND PLOTS 
DO 230 JJ•1,NWPLOT 
J•IWPLOTCJJI 
I •1 
WRITEC6,201ti,ZSPINIII,WOPLTCI,Jt,WPLTCI,JJ,WOOPLTCI,JJ 
201 FORIIIIATC1X,(4,4C5X,E13.611 
DO 240 11•1,NTZDEP I•ITZOEPC II I -----· - - - - ---- - -- --- - ·- --
WRITEC6,201JI,ZSPINCIJ,WDPLTCI,JJ,WPLTCI,Jt,WDOPLTCI,JI 
240 CONTINUE 
I•M1 
WRITEC6~201JI,ZSPINCIJ,WOPLTCI,JJ,WPLTCI,JJ,WDDPLTCI,JJ 
230 CONTINUE 
IFCNPLOT.NE.OIGO TO 400 
ZT•O.O 
ZB•Z<ftOO. 
C PLOTTING OF AXIAL FORCE AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH 
CALL SCALEIWOMAX,WOMIN,WOR,WOL,l5tiEI 
CALL Ll8ELCO.,O.,WDL,WORt15.,lO,•AXIAL FORCE CPOUNOSJ•,zo,OJ 
CALL LA8ELCO.,o.,ze,zT,l0.,5,'0EPTH CINCHESJ',14,11 
00 260 JJ•1,NWPLOT 
J•IWPLOTIJJJ 
CALL XYPLTC6,WDATPTC1rJioZoWDLoWDR,ZB,ZT,DOC,0,4J 
CAll XYPLOTC101oWOPLTC1oJI,ZSPtN,WOL,WOR,ZB,ZT,OOC,OI 
· ·--- -
2~0- ~~~~~~~iEND(.:y;o, - -------- - ---·- - --- ···- - - ·-· 
C PLOTTING OF o·tSPLACEMENT AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH 
----- ·- CAll SCALEIWIIIAX,WIIIItN,WR,WL,15,tEJ - ---
---- _ CALL LA8EUO.,O.,WL,WR,15.,10,•0tSPLACEMENT CINCHESa't21tOI 
CALL LA8ELCO.,O.,ZB,ZT,10.,5,•0EPTH CINCHESI'o14,11 
DO 270 JJ•1,NWPLOT ---- - . - --- . J•IWPLOTC JJ I . -- --
CAll XYPLOTI101oWPlTl1oJioZSPtN,WloWR,ZB,ZT,OOC,OJ 
270 CONTINUE . 
CALL SYSENDC-l,OJ ___ ____ _ C PLOTTING OF SHEAR STRESS AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH 
CALL SCALEIWDDMAX,WDOMIN,WDOR,WOOL,l5,1EJ 
- ·-CALL Ll8ELCO.,O.,WDOLoW~OR,l5.,10t'SHEAR STRESS--lPSII'ol8,0I 
·--- ___ _ CALL LA8EUO.,O.,Z8,ZT,l0.,5,'DEPTH CINCHESI'tl4tll 
00 2!0 JJ•1oNWPLOT 
J•IWPLOTIJJJ 
CALL XYPLOTilOloWDDPLT(l,JI,ZSPIN,WODl,WDDR,ZB,ZT,OOC,OJ 
~~.0. CONTI NU~ ----- ------ - - --
- -· - -- ------- - ---------·------ - -- - -- -- ---- ·· 
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0179 
0180 
0181 
0182 
0183 
0184 
0185 
0186 
0187 
0188 
0189 
0190 
0191 
0192 
0193 
0194 
0195 
0196 
0197 
0198 
0199 
0200 
0201 
0202 
0203 
0204 
0205 
0206 
0207 
CALL SYSENDf-1 1 0) 
C PLOTTING OF T-Z DIAGRAMS 
DO 290 JJ•l,NTZDEP 
J•ITZO~PC JJJ 
DO 300 1•1eNDTSET 
IFCZMIN.GT.WPLT(J,IJJZMIN•WPLTlJell 
tFfTMIN.GT.WODPLTCJ,JJJTMIN•WDDPLTCJ,IJ 
-·----- _ IF( ZMAX.l T .WPLT C J,J J J ZMAX•WPL T(J 1 1 J 
IFlTMAX.LT.WDDPLTCJ,JJJTMAX•WDOPLTlJ,IJ 
ZPLOT(J,JJJ•WPLT(J,JJ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
300 TPLOTltoJJJ•WDOPlTlJeiJ 
2 90 CONTINUE 
.c 
c 
CALL SCALElZMAX,Z~IN,ZR,ZL,15tiEJ 
CALl SCALEITMAX,TMIN,TT,T8,10,IEI 
Zl•2. 
ZR•17. 
TB•-5. 
TT•5. 
CALL SCALEIZMAX,ZMIN,ZR,ZL,15,IEI 
CALl SCALElTMAXoTMINeTT,T8t10tiEJ 
CALL lA8EllO.,O.,ZLeZR,15.,15o'DISPLACE~ENT CINCHESJ~t21,0J 
CALL lABEllO.,O.,T8,TTel0.,10,'SHEAR STRESS lPSII't18e1J 
DO 310 J•1oNTZOEP 
CALl XYPLOTINDTSET,ZPLOTCloJieTPLOTll,JJ,ZLeZR,TB,TT,OOC,OJ 
CALL XYPLTlNDTSET,ZPLOTll,JI,TPLOTC1eJI,ZLeZR,T8,TT,DOC,O,JJ 
310 CONTINUE 
CALL SYSENDC-1,01- . 
C PLOTTING OF APPLIED LOAD VERSUS TOP DISPLACEMENT 
DO 320 J•1oNDTSET 
IFIWDPLTI1eJJ.LT.SFFMINJSFFMIN•WDPLTC1,JJ 
IFlWDPLTl1eJJ.GT.SFFMAXJSFFMAX•WDPLTl1eJJ 
_ - ------ SURFF IJ J •WDPL Tl 1, JJ 
IFCWPLTI1eJJ.LT.SFDMINJSFD~lN•WPLTl1eJJ 
IFlWPLTf1oJJ.GT.SFOMAXJSFOMAX•WPLTCleJJ 
l20 SURFOIJJ•WPLTl1oJl . 
CAll SCALECSFDMAX,SFDMIN,SFR,SFL,15 1 1El 
CALL SCALElSFFMAXoSFFMINeSFT,SF8o10oiEJ 
C I•J1 
----·---c DO 32o - J;l-,NN- -------·- -- ---
c SURFFIJJ•WOfl,JJ 
---- . --C SURFDl JJ•Wll I) ---------·- -------
C 320 1•1•1 
C SFL•-20-. ---· 
C SFR•20. 
---·- -- c-·--· ·sFe•-1.e·-=-6--
0208 
0209 
0210 
0212 
c SFT•3. E6 
. CAll LA8EliO.,o. ; SFLeSFR,15.,10e'TOP DISP CINCHESJ',17,0J 
_____ CAll lABELIO.,O.,SFB,SFT,10.,5,'lPPLIEO LOAD Cl8SJ',18,1J 
CALL XYPLOTINOTSET,SURFO,SURFF,SFL,SFR,SFB,SFT,DOC,OJ 
___ .... c___ CALL_ XYPLOTCNN,SURFD,SURF'=eSFL,SF_~eSFB,$_FT..t[)OC_,OJ .... . __ 
CALL SYSENDl-1eOJ 
c 
C TO ESTABLISH MULTIPLE SUB-PATH CAPABILITY 
400 CONTINUE 
c 
----~'~oo_~!OP _____________________________________ __ 
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0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
CAll ~ATINVfA.NN.B.l.DETI 
DO 45 I•l.NN __ ·-- --- ----- -
45 C(K+IJ•Bfll 
RETURN 
END 
----- -- ·- - -- ------ --
- · . -- ·-- ·---------- ----- . - --
--- ---·-- ·-------
D~TE • 6/27/10 
--------·-·- ----·· 
- - ------ - ---
--- - ---·----- -----
---------------------------------· ----·· 
·--------- ------ - - ·- - . -
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